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SOIL SCIENCE AUSTRALIA & PROFILE INFORMATION

Soil Science Australia & Profile Information
Soil Science Australia is the name that the Australian Society of Soil Science Inc. uses for public
activities. The Society was founded in 1955 to work toward the advancement of soil science in the
profession, academic and technical fields. It comprises a Federal Council and seven branches: New
South Wales, Queensland, Riverina, South Australia, Tasmania, Victoria and Western Australia.
Liability of members is limited. ABN 96 080 783 106
Website: www.soilscienceaustralia.org

SOIL SCIENCE OBJECTIVES
To promote the field of soil science
To further the expertise in soil science of members
To be a forum for discussion on soil science
To increase government and community awareness of soil science
To liaise and cooperate with other organisations in support of mutual interests
To encourage research and extension in soil science
To promote wise management of the soil resource throughout Australia

PATRON
Soil Science Australia is fortunate to have the support of the
Honourable Ms Penelope Wensley AC as patron. Ms
Wensley has a highly distinguished career as a diplomat
representing Australia in a wide range of overseas posts and
senior policy positions. In 2008 Ms Wensley was
appointed the 25th Governor of Queensland. in 2001 was
made an Officer of the Order of Australia and in 2011
appointed a Companion AC in the General Division of the
Order of Australia.

Ms Penelope Wensley, AC

MEMBERSHIP
For all Soil Science Australia membership and CPSS application and renewal enquiries go to www.
soilscienceaustralia.org or contact Linda Bennison at office@soilscienceaustralia.org or phone 03
5635 2370.

PROFILE CONTRIBUTIONS
Contributions to Profile are welcome. Please email contributions to the editor at office@
soilscienceaustralia.org Profile is published in January, April, July and October. Deadlines for
each issue are the last day of the month preceding the issue, e.g. items for the July issue must be
submitted by June 30. Send photos as separate image files. Please suggest a caption for each photo
and provide the name of the photographer.

ADVERTISING
Advertising in Profile is welcome but must be relevant to some aspect of soil science. Rates
(including GST) for advertising are full page $264, half page $121, quarter page $44, back cover full
page $330. Brief information about conferences, courses and scholarships is published free. For
advertising enquiries contact the editor at profile@soilscienceaustralia.org

FRONT COVER
Soil scientists at the World Congress of Soil Science, Jeju, Korea, June 2014. Richard Doyle.
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PRESIDENTS REPORT

Presidents CPSS-3
Report
World Congress of Soil Science – Jeju, South Korea
I attended the 20th World Congress of Soil Science (WCSS) in a number of capacities; first
as President of Soil Science Australia representing us in all the IUSS Council meetings,
secondly as author or co-author of three poster papers and finally as Coach and Team
Manager of the Australia Soil Judging Team. I also received on behalf of Prof Robert
White, his honorary membership of the IUSS – a most prestigious award for service to
soil science and the IUSS. I hope to present the award to him at the National Conference
at the MCG in Melbourne this November.
Highlights from the Congress for me included the very friendly South
Korean culture, and their lovely food (seafood especially), and the well
run and professional nature of the congress. I greatly enjoyed the session
on the new book “The Soil Underfoot” co-edited by Jock Churchman
which had a number of interesting oral papers from this broad scoping
book. I also enjoyed the Australian led session on both Soil Security and
the sessions on Soil History, Culture and Philosophy - a Commission of
the IUSS for which I now find myself Vice-Chair.
The soil security session was thought provoking with discussions around
the need to better connect the public with the importance of soils and
A Jeju Stone Grandfather increasing our understanding of soil health and capability. The keynote
address given by Robert Hill (former Howard Government Minister)
carved from the local
basaltic lava, these
was quite insightful suggesting we need a key soil measure, perhaps
figures occur all over the
island and are said to be soil carbon, which can act as an indicator of soil health and change
watching over us and help which will resonate with the Australian public. Climatologists have CO2,
ensure we are not being meteorologists have temperature, oceanographers have ocean pH – soil
naughty!
scientists need one urgently. Should it be carbon?
Other key events were the presentation of the
Dokuchaev Award to Professor Alex McBratney at the
Gala Dinner, one of the IUSS’s two esteemed awards.
He then addressed the audience in his “McBratney
Tartan” kilt and after thanking the IUSS for selecting
him he proceeded to tell a joke about soil chemists
and their position in the afterlife. Congratulations to
Alex and I am sure he was also very excited as Glasgow
had just been selected for the site of the 2022 World
Congress of Soil Science.
The Soils Technical Field Trip, one of four various
receiving the Dokuchaev Award
technical and cultural tours, departed in three coaches Alex McBratney
at the IUSS Gala Dinner
loaded with delegates to one of the volcanic cones on
the island. This was also the site of a Buddhist temple overlooking the sea with excellent examples
of taphony (aeolian and salt weathering features) along with Buddha
in the “crying” grotto – water leaks from the roof and is said to be
the tears of a young woman who sought refuge in the cave after her
husband was murdered by a jealous local warlord.
We examined several key soil types on the island, notably several
Andosols or volcanic ash soils and an Alfisol (texture-contrast soil).
The island is dominated by vesicular basic volcanic lavas including in
places thick volcanic ash deposits (see below).

Buddha’s view of Jeju Island
from the grotto in the basalt

We also visited a mineral water plant where the mineral rich
groundwater from deep within the volcanic lavas beneath Jeju
is pumped up to the surface and bottled for sale worldwide. We
finished the trip with a tour of the local waterfall in the sea port of
Seogwipo.
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I attended all the meetings of the IUSS Council which were held
over several days during the congress. The council received
reports by the various officials (secretary-general, treasurer etc)
and by the commission and divisional chairs. The meetings also
sought endorsement of international soil classification systems
and reports on the upcoming World Congress in Rio in 2018 and
finally voting on the following World Congress of Soil Science in
2022 which was decided as Glasgow, Scotland.
One of the key changes to the IUSS structure is that the President
is now elected and is no longer automatically appointed as the
convener of the next World Congress of Soil Science, which is how
it has occurred in the past. Instead the convenor will take the role
of Vice-President. Rainer Horn of Germany comes in as our IUSS
President for the next four years. Other changes included the Layered pyroclastic deposits on
Jeju Island these examples of ash
employment of an Executive Officer to help manage the IUSS – an and volcanic bombs are so well
idea Soil Science Australia adopted over 15 years ago and has been expressed this coastline has been
declared a World Heritage Area
well served by.

Crush at the Alfisol soil profile pit

We discussed the International Year of Soils in
2015 which is rapidly approaching. We need to
ensure that there are sufficient activities across
Australia to take advantage of this unique situation.
Finally there was a presentation on the Global Soil
Partnership and its aims and objectives of increasing
the awareness of soils in food security and poverty
alleviation and increasing cooperation in soils
work globally. Soil Science Australia joined this
partnership last year. It would be very encouraging
to see DAFF or CSIRO also become formal members
of this partnership – but this will cost some $$$ and
so the value proposition needs to be considered
also.

Finally it was great to see so many Aussie’s at the congress and I thank the Brisbane WCSS organising
committee for making the surplus funds available to support scientists to travel to this and future
congresses.

The Australian Delegates at Jeju – funds
from the Brisbane World Congress were used
to help support 11 soil scientists with over
$20,000 of support shared.

The local fuel supplier on Jeju – has a very cool
name…”S-oil”…finally they closed the loop, yes
all life is dependent on soil and so oil is really
old soil.
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FEATURED ARTICLES - SECURING OUR SOIL, A GLOBAL IMPERATIVE

Featured Articles
Securing our soil, a global imperative
Damien Field, University of Sydney

Soil scientists have long been telling each other, and those who will listen, of the importance of soil
to support our need to meet the global increase in demand for food, water and energy. There is
also an expectation that soil will service ecosystems and play its role in minimizing environmental
impacts of climate change and maintain the world’s biodiversity. The time is now to ensure that
those outside of soil science routinely include soil in their conversation about these global issues
and to do this a new concept, Soil Security, was launched at the 20th World Congress of Soil Science
in JeJu, Korea.
There is some suggestion that the projected growth in the world’s population may be greater than
the soil’s capacity to produce food in a sustainable way. In fact, some have suggested that there
is need to increase production by about 50-70% over the next four decades while still using the
same area of land under production as we do now. Human transformation of soil in some areas has
deteriorated the soil’s condition, for example increases in acidity and salinity, yet there are huge
areas where human management have led to improved soil condition for human use compared to
its natural state. The growing demand for energy is partially being meet by the use of arable land
to grow bio-fuels and the damming of major river systems world-wide affect sediment transport
which rejuvenates soil downstream. The partitioning of water between human consumption and
competing irrigation needs has focused attention on the soil’s ability to store, transport and filter
the globe’s fresh water resources. The newly established Global Biodiversity Soil Initiative (http://
www.globalsoilbiodiversity.org/) not only recognises soil’s role maintaining the largest diversity of
species, but in doing so, houses the largest gene pool that will contribute to future developments in
products that sustain human health. As we soil scientist have come to understand, these challenges
can be measured and monitored within the scope of the functions that the soil performs which is
illustrated in Figure 1.
Soil security is concerned with maintaining and improving the world’s soil resource to produce
food, fibre and freshwater, maintain the biodiversity maintain ecosystem services and contribute
to human health. In his introduction to the plenary session, its chair, Alex McBratney from Sydney
University told us that there are five dimensions that frame soil security. The dimensions of
‘capability’ and ‘condition’ are concerned with the biophysical challenges, by measuring what the
soil can do and how soil is affected by its use and management. These two dimensions have long
been researched and discussed, forming the core business of soil science. Often recognised as
everyone’s problem but not the central concern of soil scientist is the socio-economic challenges
faced when soil is not secured. Soil security frames this by demanding that there is a need to
place a value on the soil so the soil’s capital can be estimated, and how this is affected by the
people’s connection with the soil, as well as the need for good policy to secure soil against further
degradation.
Professor Johan Bouma from Wageningen university in the Netherlands took up the challenge
of illustrating the dimensions of soil capability and condition when ‘Reaching out from the soil
box in pursuit of soil security’. Using examples from the Netherlands’ and Africa he demonstrated
how knowing what soil is capable was essential when developing government regulations and
simultaneously supporting local famer and business development and longer- term sustainability.
Routine assessment of the soil’s condition was also a crucial part of the success illustrated in these
examples.
Anna van Paddenburg from the Global Green Growth Institute in Jakarta,, a newer Intergovernmental
Organisation, has worked in the global green economy with a focus on valuing the role of ecosystem
services, particularly in Indonesia, which soil should form a significant component. Talking to
‘Investing in green growth investing in soil security’ Anna described how a change in focus to
include valuing natural resources results in synergies that support both agricultural production and
maintains the surrounding ecosystem to support the provision of wildlife and water quality.
Robert Hill, former Senator and Environment Minister, brought the policy agenda to the discussion
and the need for a clear focused message around the role of soil in securing the future, talking on
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‘Soil security and international climate policy’. Soil is sporadically included in regional and national
policy and legislation, with an example being provided by the host country of the conference Korea.
While there have been invitations to discuss soil in the global agenda, e.g. at Rio+20, the challenge
to have soil routinely and explicitly recognised in international and national political and policy
arrangements remains a challenge.
All speakers stated that it is crucial that society’s connection with soil needs to be nurtured and
as stated by Robert Hill, success is often achieved when clear message is developed focusing on a
single indicator for change. Although single indicators are not endorsed by soil science generally,
the recent focus of society and its understanding of carbon would suggest that if a single indicator
was needed, should this be soil carbon?
Subsequent discussion in the corridors and cafes by soil scientists suggested that this was far too
simplistic, but perhaps they (we) missed Robert Hill’s key point. To enter the debate we have a clear
simple message – the nuances can come later. The Soil Security concept seems to be engaging a
wider audience and is heading in the right direction.
The first global workshop on soil security will be held in Texas USA in 2015, the international year
of the soil and if you care about securing soil this is an event not to be missed.

Figure 1. The role of soil functions affecting the global challenges, from McBratney A. B., Field D. J.,
Koch A. 2014. The dimensions of soil security. Geoderma, 213, 203-213. (open Access)
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The Soil Underfoot: The back-story
I had the great satisfaction at the 20th WCSS in Jeju to be able to launch the book The Soil Underfoot:
infinite possibilities for a finite resource (CRC Press, 2014) and also convened a symposium at the
Congress on (some of) the topics covered by this book. The question I ask myself – and others
ask me – is “why another book about soils?” The answer is partly because an edited book has
become a tradition of the Commission of the IUSS on the History, Philosophy and Sociology of Soil
Science to which I was elected Chair four years previously. Ed Landa, of the University of Maryland,
USA, was elected Vic-Chair at the same time. Ed, who had been Chair of the same Commission 4
years previously, and had co-edited the book Soil and Culture (Springer, 2010) was game to co-edit
another one, and his experience, enthusiasm and ideas were invaluable.
So what is it that is different about The Soil Underfoot? Above all, it asks the challenging and related
questions of whether the Earth and its soils are capable of supporting a population that will rise
to between 9 and 10 billion, or more, within the lifetimes of most of us and whether we can also
sustain the world’s soils into the future so that they can continue to support humanity’s needs for
food, fibre fuel and shelter. However, its distinguishing feature is that it seeks cultural, rather than
technical, clues as answers to these questions. The Commission we represent is concerned with
human aspects of soil science.
In this book, 30 chapters, involving 50 authors from 13 countries, are aimed at addressing these
questions. Not all are soil scientists, or even scientists, as it was one of our guiding principles to
make the book intelligible and interesting for intelligent, curious and concerned readers.
The book has 5 Sections: I.Future challenges (5 chapters), II. Valuing soils (6 chaps.), III. Culture &
history (11 chaps.), IV. Technologies & uses (5 chaps.) and V. Future strategies (3 chaps.).
We learned a lot ourselves in putting together the book. This included about the importance of soils
in philosophies such as Confucianism, Maori and also Judeo-Christian beliefs, when interpreted
intelligently, as well as in visual arts and films. And we read that soils are not just for growing things
– they provide us with a host of other services besides.
Among other things, we learnt that the Roman Empire was essentially self-sustaining for perhaps
200 years (until it later over-reached its resources), that the geological, climatic and human histories
of Greece can be read in its soils today, that taxation systems have greatly influenced land-use in
Japan, and that the ancient Incan culture in South America practiced a form of precision farming
that is just now being discovered by scientists. We also read how another South American culture
learnt how to improve poor soil fertility by burning their wastes; thence came the idea for biochar.
We hope others will learn similar and no doubt also other useful lessons for today from the many
and varied contributions about ancient and historical peoples’ attitudes to soils.
Soil and its characteristics have become incorporated in languages as diverse as those of the Maori,
Indians, Chinese, Koreans and many others.
We learn from the book that just what properties of soil provide fertility for plants has been a
very moot point up until quite recently. Around 1900, it even led to the dismissal of a very wellcredentialed US government soil scientist who dared to suggest the importance of chemistry for
plant nutrition. His boss attributed it all to water.
Even so, the book teaches us that water is the one factor that we have to manage a whole lot better
if we are to feed the 9-10 billion and also keep our soils healthy.
Aside from providing insights from history, the book sets out the challenges we face with climate
change, soil loss, limited and dwindling supplies of fertilizers, pollution and new technologies, and
others.
It also explores lateral solutions as in the re-use of human wastes in agriculture and in simple
technologies to capture as much rainfall as possible to feed plants.
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Recognising that our human needs go beyond nutrition, it also explores soils for conservation and
for sports. The three summary chapters of the book integrate modern thinking about soils as living
organisms into the search for answers to our big challenges.
Incidentally, Australian authors of chapters in the book are: Norman Habel (theologian, Flinders
University), Richard Doyle(University of Tasmania), Pichu Rengasamy (University of Adelaide),
Rebecca Lines-Kelly (NSW Dept of Primary Industries), Iain Young (University of New England), and
John Crawford (formerly University of Sydney).
The symposium on the book at the Congress included 6 oral papers from chapter authors (and
myself) and attracted a good audience. The program comprised:
Bread and Soil in Ancient Rome: A Vision of Abundance and an Ideal of Order based on Wheat,
Grapes, and Olives. Bruce James (USA), Winfried Blum (Austria) and Carmelo Dazzi (Italy) (from
Chapter 12).
Climate Change: An Underfoot Perspective. Kevin Tate and Benny Theng (New Zealand) (from
Chapter 1).
Picturing the Soil: Artistic Approaches to Raising Soil Awareness. Alexandra Toland and Gerd
Wessolek (Germany) (from Chapter 7).
The Finite Soil Resource for Sustainable Development: The Case of Taiwan. Zeng-Yei Hseu and ZuengSang Chen (Taiwan) (from Chapter 4).
Seeing Soil. Deborah Koons Garcia (USA) (from Chapter 6).
The Soil Underfoot: The concept of
the book and its realization. Jock
Churchman (Australia) and Edward
Landa (USA) (Editors).
For me, editing the book was a very
positive experience. It was great
working with Ed Landa and with the
authors, who were all enthusiastic
about the project, dependable and
cooperative, as were the publisher,
illustrator and printers. Our hope is that
readers will find the book enjoyable,
informative and thought-provoking.
Jock Churchman
Post-script: The Commission on the
History, Philosophy and Sociology
of Soil Science is now in the capable
hands of Tom Sauer (USA) as Chair, and
Richard Doyle (Australia) as Vice-Chair.
Members wishing to purchase a copy
of the book can do so online via

The Soil Underfoot
Infinite Possibilities for a Finite Resource
G. Jock Churchman
Edward R. Landa

SAVE
This book provides an expert analysis of challenges faced by humankind and
their implications for the availability and sustainability of soils worldwide. It
emphasizes cultural, historical, philosophical, and ethical approaches to
understanding soil resources. Chapters cover climate change, diminishing
plant nutrients and soil loss; religious views of soil; cultural/historical views
and uses of soil; uses of soils for optimal production and conservation; nonagricultural uses of soils; and challenges for soil science. The book contains 30
contributions with chapter authors from 13 different countries.

20%

Key Features






Presents information from diverse cultural and geographical sources
describing attitudes to soils including philosophical and ethical
framework
Identifies practical guidelines towards sustainable uses for soils
Describes a range of philosophical and ethical frameworks that have
either sustained soils or led to soil degradation in the past
Explains the need to maintain and improve the quantity, quality and
productivity of soils to support a changing environment

SAVE 20% when you order online and enter Promo Code
CWM35
FREE standard shipping when you order online.

Cover illustration by Jay Noller

Catalog no. K16546
February 2014, 400 pp.
ISBN: 978-1-4665-7156-3
$89.95 / £57.99

http://www.crcpress.com/product/
isbn/9781466571563
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CPSS
Continuing Evolution of Professional Standards is Essential
In my first article as Chair of the CPSS Board in 2012 I reflected on the role of professionals
in both general society and the soil science community. I noted that the soil science
profession is increasingly being called on to play an active role in assisting the community
to make informed decisions regarding the growing conflicts over the development and use of
soil resources. Over the last few years this expectation has continued to grow with government
increasingly outsourcing expert services and requiring professional bodies to ensure that individuals
are appropriately trained, certified and acting ethically.
Better articulating the skills sets of professional soil scientists and ensuring that the CPSS program
is trusted and recognised by both industry and government has been a key driver of the changes
introduced to the program over the last two and half years. During this period the CPSS Board has
completed some major reforms including:
Revising the standards for professionals in soil science to more accurately reflect the discipline skills
and professional practice values;
•
•
•
•

Revised the CPSS application and assessment processes;
Revised the CPSS rules including disciplinary procedures;
Introduced the Associate CPSS membership category for early career professionals;
Introduced the Soil Science Fundamentals Examination as an alternative pathway to entry for
CPSS applicants without recognised academic qualifications; and
• Developed recognised competencies in Australian Soil Survey (Dec 2013), Soil Erosion
Assessment and Management (April 2014) and Contaminated Site Assessment and Management
(July 2014).
This has certainly been a period of great energy and contribution by the CPSS Board and members.
As this is my last article as CPSS Board Chair, I especially acknowledge the contributions of Dr
Bob Paterson and Dr Rob Loch who stepped down from the Board at the end of 2013, and Linda
Bennison who continues to shoulder an enormous load as executive officer.
While change is never straight forward it is essential to ensuring that our profession is responding
to the evolving needs of our communities. In this light, I have no doubt that the CPSS program will
continue to evolve and I wish the new CPSS Board all the best in this endeavour.
Steven Raine CPSS-3
Pathway to Accreditation
Soil Science Australia
Membership is open to any person with an interest in soil science
Membership categories are Ordinary, Student and Retired
Membership awards include Honorary Life Member and Fellow
Members must abide by the Rules

Standards for Professionals in Soil Science

Certified Professional Soil Science (CPSS) Accreditation
Is available to suitably qualified and experienced
ordinary members of Soil Science Australia that
meet the Standards for Professionals in Soil Science
Categories include CPSS 3 2 and 1
CPSS must abide by the Code of Ethics and Code of
Conduct

Recognised Competencies

Alternate entry for Members unable to meet the Standards

1. Members without the
prescribed experience to
satisfy the Standards
- CPSS Associate

2. Members without the
prescribed academic
qualifications can use the
Fundamentals Exam as the
alternate entry pathway to
CPSS accreditation

Fundamentals
Exam

CPSSs recognised competencies
Available to CPSS 2 and 3 members able to meet
the prescribed competencies and skill sets in
Australian Soil Survey
Soil Erosion Assessment and Management
Contaminated Site Assessment and Management
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The 2014 Fundamentals Exam will be offered prior to the 2014 National Soils Conference, MCG.
Melbourne Victoria on Sunday November 23 commencing 10.00am. If you are wishing to apply for
CPSS accreditation but do not have the prescribed qualifications the Fundamentals Exam offers an
alternate entry pathway to accreditation. Registration for the exam will be available in September
via the home page of the Soil Science Australia website. Candidates should download the CPSS
Performance Objectives Soil Science Australia Fundamentals Exam from the CPSS website in
preparation for taking
the exam. The exam consists of 150 multiple choice questions with 3
hours allowed for the exam. Registration can also be made via the SSSA portal until October 3;
https://www.soils.org/certifications/exam-information/soil-science-australia

The 20th WCSS and the Jeju Declaration
(Richard MacEwan)
Reports from the 20th World Congress of Soil Science, Jeju, Korea, June 2014
There was so much to like about the World Congress
of Soil Science in Jeju. The theme of the Congress
was really well supported by the touches added
by the organising committee led by President Jae
Yang. Soil in art and film was a complete parallel
program, but in spite of my interest in this I
did not have time to see a single film since the
scientific program was so full (as always at these
events). A separate event on soil and culture
would have been great and in fact, there is such
an event being held in the UK in July this year –
the Soil Culture Forum at the Falmouth School Jae Yang adjusts the microphone for Suk Young
of Art http://thefalmouthschoolofart.wordpress. Hong reading the Jeju Declaration prior to the soil
com/2014/04/07/soil-culture-forum-july-2014parade. (Richard MacEwan)
register-now/. So many ideas for the International
Year of Soils to create an outreach to all the folk out there who are not soil scientists but should
know that soil is important to them and that knowing about and respecting soil can enrich us all.
A special event at the Congress had some good messages on this theme, it was the reading of the
‘Jeju Declaration’ prior to a ‘Soil Parade’ of several hundred soil scientists led by a group of Korean
musicians. Altogether, from so many points of view this was a wonderful congress.
JEJU DECLARATION
“Soils Embrace Life and the Universe” Proclaimed at the Soil Parade of the 20th World Congress of
Soil Science (20WCSS) Monday, June 9, 2014, Jeju, Korea.
Soils are important for life and the functioning of the world’s ecosystems, with increasing
challenges for their protection and sustainable use. We, the members of the International Union of
Soil Sciences from more than 130 countries worldwide, are willing to contribute with information,
knowledge and resources to increase information about the worldwide importance of soils by
raising soil awareness through new ideas and concepts about the value of soil setting a global scale:
1. Soils are not dirt under our feet but the basis of our life;
2. Soils influence plant, animal and human health. Therefore we have to manage them carefully
and sustainably;
3. Soils are an essential and finite natural resource and therefore need to be protected by all
means;
4. Soils are complex in nature and heterogeneous in spatial distribution. Therefore, we all,
irrespective of race, gender, culture or space must cooperate to increase the knowledge about
our soils;
5. Soil loss and degradation are much quicker than soil formation. Therefore we must protect our
soils by developing a long-term strategy;
6. Besides food security, soils are closely related to water resources, biodiversity, energy
generation, climate change, environmental health and ecosystem services. Therefore, we must
develop concepts for their sustainable use;
7. The value of soils is unknown to most politicians, decision makers and the broader public.
Therefore we need to develop outreach programs for raising soil awareness.
8. Soils are used for urbanization, industrialization, waste disposal and other forms of use, thus
impacting long time food production. Therefore we need to develop best management concepts
for maintaining and restoring the ecological functions of our soils;
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9. Because soils are our common basis, we should highlight their value and benefits by celebrating
December 5 as the World Soil Day in all countries of the world.

Clayton Butterly - La Trobe University
I am extremely grateful to Soil Science Australia for the financial support to attend the 20th World
Congress Soil Science, South Korea. Jeju Island was definitely a great spot to have this meeting,
although the logistics were not as straight forward as most other conferences. Delegates were
spoilt for choice and I was impressed with all of the oral sessions that I attended. I presented
a poster ‘Elevated CO2 affects soil properties and residue decomposition’. I outlined some
recent work investigating residue decomposition in soils exposed to either elevated or ambient
atmospheric CO2 for 5 years (SoilFACE project). I was encouraged by the interest in my project and
Soil Science in Australia in general. Although no other groups appeared to be doing the same work
(maybe a good thing), it was great to meet some people using similar approaches (stable isotopes/
ecosystem responses to elevated CO2) and invariably resulting in some useful discussions and new
contacts. As with all international conferences, I really look forward to getting out of the conference
venue and getting some local soil on my boots. I was fortunate to have landed a place in the ‘Soil’
technical tour as it filled very fast. This tour visited a range of soil pits; Sanbang (Umbric Silandic
Andosol), Mureung (Cutanic Luvisol), Namwon (Melanic Silandic Andosol) and Topyeong (Melanic
Aluandic Andosol) series, at various parts of the volcanic landscape. In addition, the Suweolbong, a
UNESCO geopark, the Agricultural Research Centre for Climate Change and Cheonjiyeon Falls. The
agriculture and horticulture on the island was extremely interesting, particularly seeing kilometers
of footpaths being used to dry garlic. Overall, an excellent congress, in a beautiful country and a
credit to those involved. Thanks again to Soil Science Australia! If you would like a copy of my poster
or abstract please contact me.

Damien Field
Of the 2,000 registered attendees at the congress
222 came from Australia making this the 3rd largest
group internationally. Almost 10 percent of the
Australian representatives came from the Department
of Environmental Science, University of Sydney. This
included 5 staff, 5 postdocs and 8 postgraduates, and
A group from University of Sydney
although they were not able to attend the congress, a
further 6 staff, 3 postdocs and 2 undergraduates co-authored papers that were delivered by those
attending. The group was led by Dokuchaev Award winner Professor Alex McBratney.
As well as the chance for researchers to present their work a plenary symposium was held where
the newly emerging concept of Global Soil Security was launched. The dimensions of this concept
recognise the importance of the biophysical role soil has to play in some of the global challenges
being faced, as well as, the importance of education, connection of communities and sound policy
that make the equally important socio-economic considerations of soil. There has long been a call
for forging links between the biophysical and socio-economic and talking with delegates at the
conference this concept is a great step forward in developing these links. To keep the momentum a
series of regional workshops will be held over the next three years with the first for the America’s
being held in Texas A&M University 19th -21st May 2015.

Gaëlle Ng - La Trobe University
There were over 2,500 poster and oral presentations at the 20WCSS, reflecting the extraordinary
diversity and quality of soil research. There was a lot of emphasis on the role of soil in food security
and world peace, especially in the face of climate change, land degradation and pollution; as well as
the need for restoring and maintaining healthy soils, and improving the link between research and
its applications. These have increased my appreciation and awareness of the importance of soil
research in managing global issues. Exchanging ideas and learning from others involved in alpine
soil research from Asia and Europe was inspiring, and gave me a good boost towards the writing
up of my PhD thesis. Jeju is a volcanic island south of Korea, rich in culture and a World Heritage
site, which we had the pleasure of exploring during the tours organised by the conference. Various
activities and displays, such as the soil art works, Gala dinner, beer garden party, and movie night
were a great way to unwind and socialise with old and new friends.
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Jock Churchman - University of Adelaide
From the depths of winter in Adelaide, I continue to
bask in the warmth of Jeju, at least in my memory.
For me, the best moments at the Congress included
a plenary paper by a man from South Korea
World Vision on the first day about the agricultural
aid that South Korea gives to North Korea (this was
surprising). Of course, I also warmed to papers in my
own areas of interest - mineralogy, and the history,
philosophy and sociology of soil science. I mention
one in mineralogy - by Markus Kleber of Oregon State,
on the association of proteins with minerals - partly
because he described (exciting) unfinished work and It was not all lectures: a group from CERAR at
results that still require full interpretation; there the University of South Australia on a tour (to a
Geo-park) on Wednesday.
should be more of these at meetings. A paper by
Tom Sauer of the US Forest Service on soil philosophy
resonated with me because it was a very good, easyto-follow introduction to this largely neglected topic,
but the turnout for it and for the other session in this
topic (on The Soil Underfoot), shows an encouragingly
high level of interest in examining why we do what
we do (soil science). Those particular papers were
just two among many, oral and posters, that held
my attention. The cultural side of the Congress was
outstanding, from the fantastic drumming at the gala
dinner, through the beautiful dancing at the opening
ceremony, to the continuous soil art - pictures and
The author of the first chapter (on climate
films.
One reluctant complaint is the lack of time in one
change), Kevin Tate, from Landcare, New
Zealand and co-editor, Jock Churchman,
week to do, see and hear everything, or even most of it.
from the Universities of Adelaide and South I found the Korean people, in and out of the Congress,
Australia, with the book The Soil Underfoot.,
to be unfailingly obliging and friendly.
which was launched at the Congress.

Tim McLaren - University of Adelaide
Jeju island provided an ideal location to engage with
the international soil science community, experience
South Korean culture, and visit some spectacular
landmarks of global recognition. The major
theme of the 20WCSS was “Soils embrace life and
Universe”. The conference was well attended and
included delegates from a wide range of scientific
backgrounds and nationalities.
One of the most important aspects of the 20WCSS
was the opportunity to network with scientists that
Soil pit at Jeju
were leaders in their field and form new relationships
with early career scientists. This provided opportunities for future collaborative research and
the refinement of scientific ideas, which for me included that relating to the inorganic-organic P
dynamics of the soil environment.
A standout of the oral presentation schedule for me was the session “mineralogy and reactivity
of soil microsites”. This session provided a fascinating insight into using advanced techniques in a
multifaceted approach to understand key processes of biogeochemistry.
The conference dinner on the last night on the congress was a culmination of South Korean cuisine,
cultural performance, and scientific recognition to soil science. Most notably, the commemoration
of the 90th anniversary of the International Union of Soil Sciences (IUSS), and the presentation of
the IUSS Dokuchaev and Liebig awards to Professor Alex McBratney and Professor Magdi Selim,
respectively.
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I am looking forward to the next World Congress of Soil Science, which will be held in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil. I would like to thank the generous support of the Federal Council executive of Soil Science
Australia for their support to attend the 20WCSS.

Naser Khan - University of South Australia
One of the social highlights for me at the World
Congress was enjoying a seafood buffet with
Professor Chang Oh Hong of Pusan University and
the University of South Australia scientists. There
were innumerable items placed in groups of soups,
sea foods, chicken, barbaqued fish and deserts.
Uncooked fish was also available for ‘on demand
BBQ’ while the customer could watch it. There
were special scissors to break the long legs of large
crabs and to bring out the meat. Which seafood
was missing there? My seafood vocabulary seemed
poor. There was even the flying fish! The seafoods
were mostly in raw or near raw form. Our host was
From left: Dr Saikat, Yong Dong, Prof Chang
kind enough to order for soju, the Korean version of
and Jaey
Vodka. Korean culture of serving drink is interesting.
The Professor served a small glass of soju to his student. In response, the student promptly served
back the Professor. The Professor used one hand to serve the glass. But the student used both
hands to serve along with a respectful gesture: he touched his right arm with left hand and then
used the right hand to gently forward the glass. It is to be noted that the person who is positioned
higher in the social hierarchy served first. The Korean culture blends both ‘affection’ and ‘respect’.
Bowing to express respect is common. No doubt the most common statue in Jeju is the pupil-less
‘stone grandfather’ (dol hareubang): the wisest in the social hierarchy is chosen to represent God
that protects the community from demons (any evil) all the time. The nice food, glamorous lighting
and jolly people around created a celebratory atmosphere. Three hours were disappeared without
notice.

The ‘stone grandfather’ (dol hareubang) statues at the centre are carved from volcanic rock. They are typical
to Jeju culture and found everywhere on the island.

Dr Talitha Santini - The University of Queensland
The 20th World Congress of Soil Science, recently held on beautiful Jeju Island in South Korea,
was attended by a strong Australian contingent, especially from Queensland. Many of us met for
the first time at Brisbane Airport - poster tubes being the giveaway on route to the conference.
Highlights of the week included plenary sessions within the conference theme, ‘Soils embrace life
and universe’ and field trips to the island’s volcanic features including the Manjanggul Lava Tubes
and Mt Hallasan. Although the plenaries covered diverse topics, a common theme was the need for
the soil science community to be better ambassadors for soil science – all speakers demonstrated
the value of soil science to sustaining global prosperity, and called for a renewed push for soil
scientists to engage with the public and spread the word about how valuable soil is in everyday life.
International soil projects such as Global Soil Map and the Global Soil Biodiversity Initiative have
contributed to raising the profile of soil science within the non-scientific community, and we should
continue to support international, cross-disciplinary projects in future to highlight the integral role
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of soils in supporting life on Earth. The Critical Zone Exploration Network is one such project to
which the Australian soil science community could make an excellent contribution, and I discussed
this with representatives from the US Critical Zone Observatories and European SoilTrEC project
during the week. There is some momentum already with colleagues at the University of Western
Australia, the University of Adelaide, and the University of Sydney, and we hope to make progress
towards a National Critical Zone Observatory Network in Australia over the next year. 2015 is the
International Year of Soils – let’s make the most of this opportunity to promote soil science to the
Australian public!
Special thanks to Soil Science Australia for generously supporting my attendance at the 20th WCSS
through a conference bursary, and to the School of Geography, Planning, and Environmental
Management and the Centre for Mined Land Rehabilitation at the University of Queensland for
additional top-up funding.

(clockwise from top left) A peek inside one of the many greenhouses on Jeju Island; Farmland along one of
the Jeju Olle walking trails; Jusangjeolli – columnar jointed basalt, near Jungmun, Jeju Island; Korean-style
BBQ dinner

Hongtao Xing - CSIRO Land and Water
The conference was a good opportunity for me to talk with the scientists from around the world
about research related to greenhouse gas emissions and soil carbon sequestration. I was most
interested in the poster “Development of an improved Method for estimating Soil carbon Dioxide
Flux” by Renaldo Belfon from the University of the West Indies. As we know, there are lots of gaps
in the greenhouse gas measurement, we always use linear interpolation to fill the gaps even though
we know it is not true, and this will lead to a huge uncertainty in the estimations of greenhouse
gas emissions, especially at regional and global scales. Renaldo Belfon with his colleagues have
tried some mathematical methods to get smooth non-linear curves to resolve the problem with
some good results. Renaldo Belfon and I had a good talk about how to combine the process-based
understanding and mathematical methods in estimating the gaps of greenhouse gas measurements.
We hope we can get to a solution in the near future to get more accurate results. This discussion
is really fantastic. Some other presentations also gave me some clues in my research about the
interaction between soil carbon and nitrogen.
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Report on 20WCSS pre conference field trip in Japan,
2nd-6th June 2014
Roy Lawrie, with photographs by Lisa Lawrie and John Lawrie

At 8 am on a warm, humid day 26 foreigners from 13 countries (including 6 Australians)
joined about half a dozen local participants for a trip around central Honshu to examine
some Japanese andosols. From Narita we headed south to Tokyo Bay and followed
the coast all the way to Yokohama where we left the multi-lane highway and went
inland uphill through the suburbs. After passing along narrow local roads with many
traffic lights we reached the first profile (Pedon 1) in Fujisawa, on a hilltop covered with
secondary forest. The large well-prepared pit revealed a surface humic layer over 180
cm thick containing four A horizons developed on several layers of Mt. Fuji volcanic
ash, sand and gravel (tephra), dating back to 5000 yr. B.P. According to the informative
and well illustrated tour guidebook the enormous humic layer contained up to 126 g/
kg total carbon, depending on the depth.
We reluctantly dragged ourselves away from this awesome profile and headed to the
lunch stop at the Shimadzu instrument factory in Hadano and a quick tour of their R&D
lab. From there it was a solid steady climb uphill to Pedon 2. Located among market Aussies on Mt Asama: L to R: Simon
gardens and allotments used mainly for vegetable production the area is closer to Mt Proust, Lisa Lawrie, Roy Lawrie, Julie
Fuji and hence the tephra layers are thicker. The upper profile is formed mainly on Lawrie, John Lawrie, John Cauchi – all
from NSW.
scoria (coarse ejecta) erupted in 1707, still looking fresh in the C horizon at a depth
of about 40 cm. Then it was back downhill to the main road and through mountains
covered with mixed evergreen/deciduous forest to our flash resort hotel near the
bottom of Mt Fuji (but, much to the disappointment of visitors and locals, there were
too many clouds to see it).
We visited Pedon 3 next morning, near Yamanaka-ko, one of several lakes around the
foot of Mt Fuji. Despite being situated on a steep slope this was a multi-layered profile
several metres thick, with many bands of ash, scoria, etc. Many younger deposits are
preserved here because they are thicker and not eroded away, compared to sites more
distant from the volcano.
Heading north through the mountains we see many grapevines and visit a winery in
the hilly Katsunuma district, birthplace of Japan’s wine industry. After lunch there
is a long drive to the Kiyosato highlands (elevation 1300 m) to see dairy cows (and
fences!) for the first time, but not Mt Fuji (still too cloudy). We descend through a
dramatic mountain valley to the heavily urbanised lower slopes then head back uphill
to Karuizawa (elevation 1000 m), an up market cool-climate resort town (where the Pedon 4, near Mt Asama, with four
humic pumice-rich horizons in the dark
current emperor is said to have met his future wife on a tennis court).
It was very cool and damp as we drove up the slopes of Mt Asama next morning. In
1783 a major eruption buried 3 villages with huge flows and chunks of dark andesitic
lava, an event depicted in spectacular fashion at the Volcano Museum, which also has a
remote camera mounted at the crater to show current activity. We walked through part
of the area covered by the eruption, a very young landscape now supporting scattered
dwarf trees and shrubs in the hollows. Patches of snow high on the mountain above
us were glimpsed briefly through breaks in the cloud. Toshiaki Ohkura, our main guide,
pulled up one of many big tufts of moss growing on a boulder, not only to reveal fresh,
unweathered rock, but also to show us the mineral particles adhering to the bottom
of the moss which have arrived since 1783 from smaller eruptions and/or deposits of
Chinese dust.

topsoil overlying yellow weathered
pumice.

The next profile, Pedon 4 at Tsumagoi, was on the edge of a forest close to Mt Asama at
an elevation of 1163 m. It was approaching midday in early summer but the temperature
was a breezy 11 degrees. The gently sloping site is covered by snow from December
to April, and cabbage seedlings were just being planted in the adjacent paddock. This
area was not cleared for cultivation until after 1945. The deep, layered profile had four Planting cabbage seedlings next to
Pedon 4.
very dark humic pumice-rich horizons (together around 2 m thick) above a yellow nonhumic pumice layer more than a metre thick, overlying an old brown mudflow. Discussion at the
site was about New Zealand pumice soils and cultivation-induced erosion losses, happening here
at a breathtaking rate of around 8 cm/yr.
After lunch (traditional Japanese food in a huge mock-Tudor hotel) we drove downhill through the
forest, along a narrow steep sided valley, then up a side valley and over a low pass. After descending
again through more forest we came to a wide valley mostly under cultivation, crossed over a big
river and proceeded uphill past many market gardens to stop at a fresh road cutting 4m deep. This
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was near Showa, the site of the remarkable Pedon 5, featuring a spectacular buried A
horizon 1m thick! Covered by 2m of very pale yellowish pumice that fell from nearby
Mt Haruma during the 5th century AD, the black humic former topsoil was thickened
over a long period by many small falls of ash, a process known as up-building in New
Zealand. Several more yellowish brown layers were exposed below it, including a band
of weathered pumice from Mt Asama 15,000 years old.
Eventually we had to leave as the weather began to deteriorate. Zooming along the
Tokyo-Niigata tollway on a broad flat valley floor, we passed, in pouring rain, many
relatively large (~ 5-10 ha) fields of ripe grain (wheat?) not previously seen, in between
built-up areas. After cutting through some hilly terrain via several tunnels we came
to another wide heavily urbanised broad valley and headed north, following signs to
Fukushima, capital of the next prefecture to the north. We didn’t need to check the
Geiger counter however, as we only went as far as Utsonomiya, to our hotel, after a
very good day all-round.
Still raining next morning we headed up towards Nikko, in hilly country. Pedon 6 was Best ever buried A horizon at Pedon 5.
in a small patch of forest with a thick grassy understorey. Fortunately the rain eased
off briefly and allowed photographers to get some decent shots of the profile, which
had 3 distinct and colourful layers – black over yellow over red! Although the humus
produced by the current forest vegetation has stained the top 10 cm of the black layer
a dark brown, detailed studies have indicated that the plant residues produced under
local grassland produce black humus. Archaeologists have found many artefacts in the
black layer, formed in 5,000 year old ash deposited by eruptions from Mt Nantai, and
have concluded that most of the original forest was cleared (burnt?) for hunting rather
than for agriculture.
The yellow layer in the middle is a B horizon (see photo), developed in silica-rich pumice
11-13,000 years old, and separated from its overlying A horizon (concealed in the lower
part of the black layer) by a clear wavy boundary. The red layer underneath is formed
in a coarse scoria low in silica, which appears to have resisted weathering, unlike the
other original minerals, leaving a very open porous siliceous skeleton. Its air dry bulk
density is an incredibly low 0.2 g/cc. In disbelief we examined chunks of it, and they
resisted crushing and were so porous that there was no sign of gleying, even though
water was oozing out of every pore.

Pedon 6 pit featuring extraordinary
weathered red scoria in deep subsoil.

The world heritage-listed Toshugu shrine at nearby Nikko is set on a steep hillside amid
300 year old cedar trees. We still managed to enjoy our visit, despite the pouring rain.
The hot cup of coffee that came with lunch was most welcome. Two more profiles
awaited us at Tsukuba, a couple of hours drive away. Pedons 7 and 8 were only 100m
apart, both were a bit clayey in the subsoil, but there was quite a contrast in their other
features. Pedon 7 had a brown A horizon only 20 cm thick over a yellowish brown clay
loam subsoil developed on 3 separate deposits of old volcanic ash, aged at 7000, i6,000
and 22,000 years. Situated in a slightly lower position, pedon 8 on the other hand
had a black A horizon 1.2m thick over a rather pale yellowish brown subsoil of light
clay. It was thought the more elevated pedon 7 had lost much of its original topsoil
by erosion following centuries of cultivation, but this had been preserved at pedon
8 because of its position in a former flood-prone depression. Tsukuba is located on a
broad alluvial plain dissected by many streams and rivers, some of which are fitted with
large embankments to control flooding, and is very densely farmed and settled.
Afterwards we visited the Soil Museum at the National Institute for Agro-Environmental
Sciences (NIAES). This was more than just a good place to spend a wet afternoon. The
Monolith of profile near Pedon 4,
Museum displayed a wide range of both foreign and local soil profiles, mounted as thin
proudly displayed by Toshiaki Ohkura
soil peels or set within frames pushed into the walls of a pit.
at the NIAES Soil Museum, Tsukuba.

Included in the tour was a half day workshop, “Andosols Revisiting”, held the next day at the Tsukuba
International Congress Hall. We were treated (along with other participants) to an excellent series
of review papers on their physical, chemical and biological properties, summarising years of recent
work in Japan and the Philippines. This workshop addressed many of the issues that could not
easily be covered in the field discussions, and was a very efficient way of filling in the essential
technical details while the main features of the soil profiles were still fresh in our minds.
Congratulations to the organisers for putting together a field trip program that deserves to act as
a model, not just for the next World Congress in Brazil, but for any other international gathering of
soil scientists.
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Japan Pre Conference VOLCANIC SOIL TOUR June 2014
We arrived from all parts of the globe travelling from Australia, Belgium, Bulgaria, France, Germany,
Iran, Italy, New Zealand, Poland, Portugal, Switzerland, England, and USA and of course Japan,
who hosted the tour of the volcanic soils of Japan. On the first day we all piled into the bus and
skirted around Tokyo before arriving at our first soil profile in suburban Fujisawa City, south west
of Tokyo. Our entertaining, learned and humorous tour leader Toshiaka (Toshy) Ohkura from the
National Institute of Agro-Environmental Sciences (NIAES) described the Andosol profile which
was formed from volcanic ash, sand and gravel from Mt Fuji. The forested site on a mid-slope will
inevitably be developed for houses. The pedon was deep, well drained, brownish/black in colour,
with pH increasing down the profile from 4.1 to 6.2. (KCl) with increasing clay content. The soil is
characterised by low bulk density, high CEC value and moderate organic carbon levels with high
silicon.
Over the six day tour we inspected seven soil pedons on research stations, farms, roadsides and
reserves with the majority in close proximity to Japans most famous volcano Mt Fuji - which we
actually never witnessed due to poor visibility from cloud cover and pollution - as Toshy often said
Mt Fuji is shy today. We travelled around Tokyo on the Kanto alluvial plain which receives high
rainfall (1000mm-3000mm) and is farmed intensively producing rice, soybeans, vegetables, citrus
and legume crops. The average Japanese farm is 1.5ha and usually has been held in the one family
for generations with the ancestors buried on the property. The Japanese diet is based on rice, fish,
soybeans and vegetables which is very healthy and ensures a long life which is testament to the 1
million Japanese who are over a century old.
We also visited socio-cultural sites such as a winery, an organic dairy farm and a soils instrument
corporation and the World Heritage Nikko Toshogu Shrine. Our final destination was Tsukuba City
home to NIAES a planned science city of 220000 which has some 300 public and private science
research, universities and firms which employs some 20000 researchers. The tour concluded with
a seminar on the latest research being conducted in Japan and the Philippines on Andosols which
was informative and concluded with a Kabuki performance which included our very own Toshiaka
Onkura performing – a man of many skills.
Simon Proust

(clockwise from top left) Cimulic Allophanic Andosol pedon- Kiwadajima Nikko; Toshy describing the pedon.
Melanic Vitric Andosol pedon – Showa Gunma; Toshy on the ladder Melanic Silandic Andosol pedon –
Tsumagoi Gunma; Thick high humic Andasol pedon – Fujisawa City Kanagawa;
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Raghupathi Matheyarasu - University of South Australia
Globally qualified (graduate) to get dirty!
I had a chance to represent Australia in the first ever international soil judging competition; held
recently at the twentieth world congress of soil science in Jeju Island, South Korea (5th to 7th
June). The team (Australian team members Melinda Moata (University of Adelaide), Raghupathi
Matheyarasu (University of South Australia), Mario Fajardo (University of Sydney), Yulin Zhang
(University of Adelaide) was led by Professor Richard Doyle from the University of Tasmania and
proudly sponsored by Soil Science in Australia. Thirteen teams (includes; USA, Australia, Korea,
Japan, Taiwan, China, South Africa, Mexico, UK and Hungary) from across the globe participated in
this three day event. The event was monitored by scientist from USA, Australia, and South Korea
with over 45 international students competing for the individual challenge.
I (we) had a great time in Jeju Island, by experiencing new culture, lifestyle, food, more importantly
diversified soils. The event starts with a two day practical session to elaborate the objectives of
the contest and to learn the practice before we get into the actual pit. We had a chance to study
different soil orders across the island. I can proudly say that “Jeju can be the global soil biodiversity
hotpot”. The study area is a highly elevated, and high rainfall region. The annual precipitation rate
thrice that of Australia’s average. The Island (soils) formed after long periods of volcanic eruptions,
and we found evidence of this during our practice day.
We had a chance to study variety of soil’s which included:
1. Andisols
2. Alfisols
3. Entisols
4. Hisitisols
5. Inceptisols
6. Millisols
7. Utisols
(Note: Jeju soils are dominated by the Andisols soil order)
(Soil colour test: Identifying soil colour
The first ever soil judging test consisted of five major
using Munsell colour chart in the
sessions, as follows:
volcanic erupted field at Jeju Island)
Part-1.
Soil morphology (horizon, boundary, texture, colour,
structure, consistence, redoximorphic features)
Part-2.
Soil profile characteristics (hydraulic conductivity, effective
soil depth, available water holding capacity, soil wetness
class)
Part-3.
Site characteristics (landform, parent material, slope, erosion)
Part-4.
Soil classification (epipedon, subsurface horizon) and finally
(Raghupathi with his coach Prof.
Richard Doyle- a proud movement)
with
Part-5.
Interpretation - Land suitability (agriculture, golf course and building construction).
All sections are equally important and related with each other.

This competition helped me (us) to learn key aspects of soil profile examination. I learned how to
describe a soil profile with minimum technical support. I gained knowledge on soil morphology
(horizon, boundary, texture, colour, structure, consistence, redoximorphic features) soil profile
characteristics (hydraulic conductivity, effective soil depth, available water holding capacity, soil
wetness class) site characteristics (landform, parent material,slope,erosion) soil classification
(epipedon, subsurface horizon) and finally with interpretation of available data to classify the
land suitability to agriculture, golf course and building construction. To be honest this competition
helped me to become a complete soil science student and with this strong background I am able to
face the next big event at our own battle yard in November this year in Melbourne. I would like to
thank the University of South Australia, CERAR, CRC-CARE and Soil Science Australia for providing
funding to attend this wonderful and remarkable lifetime event.
• Australia finished a commendable 7th
• My team (Australia) score (64.4%),
• My (Raghupathi) score (64.8%).
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Soil Judging Competition
The first World Soil Judging Competition was held on Jeju Island in South Korea in the three days
preceding the 20th World Congress of Soil Science. I attended in the role of Australian Coach and
Team Manager. We had a team comprising four students, one from the University of Sydney (Mario
Fajardo), one from the University of South Australia (Raghupathi Matheyarasu) and two from the
University of Adelaide (Melinda Moata and Yulin Zhang). In total there were 13 teams and over 50
individual competitors so this was quite a big and complex operation and was very well organised
by Stephen Cattle (Australia), Christine Morgan (USA) and the South Koreans (Kim Kwon-Rae).
The program involved two days in the field to
familiarise the competitors and coaches with
the local soil types, the geomorphology and
geological materials and the various agricultural
and recreational land uses (tangerines and golf
course largely). It also took some adjusting to the
American Soil Taxonomy classification system,
local soil textures, particularly the Andosols and
other variations in the USDA soil profiling system.
The two training days involved driving around the
island looking at the landscapes and land uses
and practising in eight prepared soil pits which Australian Soil Judging Team (L-R) – Richard Doyle
had been previously described and classified. (Coach), Raghupathi Matheyarasu (UniSA) Mario
On the third day (Saturday) was the actual Fajardo (Uni Sydney), Melinda Moata (Uni Adelaide)
and Yulin Zhang (Uni Adelaide).
competition with two soil pits assessed by the
individual competitors and then two soil profiles undertaken by the national teams.
Raghupathi did very well in the individual profiling scoring in the top half of the field of 13 teams
and over 50 individual competitors, however overall we did struggle with the unusual soils, short
preparation time and unfamiliar soil classification. As might be expected the USA team pretty much
cleaned up. However they have been doing this for over 50 years and they brought their national
winners to Jeju whereas we began pretty much from scratch. The challenge for us in Australia is to
start running these competitions nationally and then support the national winners to travel to the
next World Congress. It looks like there will be a follow-up competition this year in Melbourne so
please start getting your teams ready.

Competition Day in 1st World Soil Judging
Competition – individual pit description - the
students are all concentration personified!
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Everyone gets a participation certificate, including
our reserve competitor Phil Hughes (centre) who
competed with the “Hunglish” Team – well done
team!
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Branch Reports
Queensland

Dan Brough - Queensland Branch President
The Queensland Branch of Soil Science Australia is continuing its focus on two prime areas we see as
important to further the soil science profession in Queensland. We are continuing our engagement
with Government and increasing our focus on training.
On the government interaction front, during 2013 the branch wrote a White paper for the
Queensland Chief Scientist (Dr Geoff Garrett) titled “Soil Science Demand in Queensland”. The
paper is available on the Soil Science Australia website and discusses how the demand for soil
science expertise in Queensland is rapidly outstripping its ability to be met. The white paper
recommended several actions that would go some way to addressing the issues raised.
Following the release of the white paper, several meetings were held between representatives of
the branch and the government. This culminated in May 2014 with Prof Neal Menzies giving a
presentation on soil science to the members of the Queensland Government Agriculture Cabinet
Committee. This represented an opportunity raise the profile of soil science and demonstrate
to several government ministers (including the Deputy Premier) why soil science is important to
the government, industry and community of Queensland. An outcome of the meeting is that the
government is going to initiate a Government-Industry Working Group to look at the supply and
demand issues for soil science in Queensland. This is a great outcome for the branch and allows us
to continue the work to push the need for an educated an experienced soil science workforce in the
state that has the capacity to respond to the demands of both government and industry.
The second arm of the branches focus is on training. August will see the branch kick off a second
round of training activities with the delivery of two professional courses aimed at increasing the
skills of those in the natural resource and environmental industries who may not have a high
degree of soil science knowledge. The courses are being presented by very experienced soil
scientists. The first course “Understanding soil features for soil management” is a one day course
with Dennis Baker and Peter Shields. Course details are available on the website (http://www.
soilscienceaustralia.com.au/images/stories/qld/2014/soilworkshopaug22.pdf).
Bernie Powell will be rolling out a second phase of his course “Nature, distribution and management
of soils in Queensland”. In late August, Bernie will be presenting his course in our first regional
training setting, we hope this is the first of many times we are able to get training activities happening
in regional Queensland. Details of this course will be available on the Soil Science Australia shortly.
The branch is also continuing to support the development of soil science expertise in Timor-Leste
in association with the Crawford Fund. The Queensland Branch has recently agreed to provide
more sponsorship to allow two Queensland based soil experts to travel to Timor-Leste. The second
round of training to be provided by Dave Lyons will further the mentoring received by the local soil
technicians to improve the capability to undertake laboratory testing and reporting.
The Annual General Meeting for the branch will be held in late August 2014, with the details being
finalised. Queensland members are encouraged to keep an eye on their inboxes for details.

South Australia

By Erica Donner, Casey Doolette, and Sarah Noack.

July 2014 – SA Branch “Soil Contamination and Remediation Symposium at the
University of South Australia.
Soil contamination is a very important issue in Australia, with more than 160 000 polluted sites
already recognised across the country and new pollution continuing to be released every day.
Successfully cleaning up and managing these contaminated sites is a complex challenge, especially
given that no two sites are ever the same. Thankfully, current legislation is much more protective of
human health and the environment (including soil) than it was in the past, but there are still many
contamination challenges to face, especially as rapid technological development continues to lead
to the release of new and emerging contaminants with their own special properties and challenges.
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On the 1st of July the SA branch committee and the Centre for Environmental Risk Assessment
and Remediation (CERAR), UniSA hosted a symposium on Soil Contamination and Remediation at
the University of South Australia, bringing together industry practitioners, regulators, researchers,
and students to discuss the science and management of contaminated land. During this ASSSI
symposium, South Australian industry experts and researchers joined forces to give a broad
overview of the field; from practical information about how contaminated land issues are currently
regulated, assessed and managed, to discussion about specific risk assessment issues, and highlights
from the scientific community about current research destined to underpin future environmental
legislation and remediation efforts.
Industry experts, Andrew Beveridge (CRC
CARE), Ruth Keogh (Fyfe), and Jean-Paul Pearce
(GHD) started the day, giving an overview of
major contaminated land issues, the legislative
environment, and national site assessment and
remediation management in Australia. Typical
situations which may trigger a contaminated
land assessment include proposed land use
changes (e.g. redevelopment of a brownfield
site for residential housing); a known pollution
incident (e.g. accidental release or industrial
spill); a property transfer (i.e. due diligence), or
simply in response to legislative requirements
(e.g. an EPA order). The type of site and local
soil conditions can vary widely, from broad acre
agricultural and horticultural production sites, to
commercial sites, service stations, schools, and
Commonwealth land (e.g. airports, defence firing
ranges etc.) Ruth and Jean-Paul, who are both
very experienced Contaminated Site Consultants
and Accredited Site Contamination Auditors, gave
very informative presentations about the type of
work performed by consultants and auditors, as
well as some great insights into the day-to-day
challenges they face, and useful advice about how (Adam Barclay): Andrew Beveridge speaking about
the current state of the nation with respect to
to get into this interesting and important industry
contaminated soils.
and what’s required to build a successful career
in it. Ruth outlined the 4-step contaminated land assessment process applied by consultants in
a typical project; from a desktop preliminary site investigation, to detailed site investigation and
monitoring, then the human and ecological risk assessment processes, and finally, site remediation/
ongoing management. Following on from this, Jean-Paul gave an overview of the contaminated site
auditing process. The primary purpose of the site contamination audit system is to provide for the
adequate protection of human health and the environment where site contamination exists, or
may exist. Auditors thus play a very important role in the regulatory process, and accreditation
is only possible for consultants with at least 8 years of experience in the industry. Auditors take a
high level of responsibility, providing independent
reviews that examine the assessments conducted
by consultants and/or the effectiveness of site
remediation works. The Auditor thus provides
greater certainty to the community, developers,
industry, planning authorities and regulators that
land is suitable for its intended use. With both the
accreditation process itself and the auditors’ work
proving quite a challenge, accredited auditors are
few and far between on the ground; Ruth and
Jean-Paul being two of only six accredited auditors
for South Australia. As they are obviously very
(Daniela Montalvo): Casey Doolette, Brooke Ryan,
busy people we were very grateful to have them
Andrew Baker, Les Janik finding out about the
with us to explain the process.
history of ASSSI.
Fortified by morning tea and biscuits, the program moved on to focus on the science underlying
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contaminated site assessment and remediation.
Adelaide has a strong body of researchers working
on contaminated land issues and this second
part of the program really reflected that depth of
knowledge, with speakers from The University of
South Australia, the University of Adelaide, and
CSIRO all taking the floor. Fien Degryse (University
of Adelaide) spoke about soil chemistry and in
particular the speciation, transformation and aging
of metals in soils and how this impacts on the
bioavailability of metals; setting the scene nicely for
Albert Juhasz’s (UniSA) talk about bioaccessibility
(chemical extraction) methods that can be used to
provide an indication of contaminant bioavailability
for refining human health exposure assessment.
Enzo Lombi (UniSA) then took us into the fascinating
world of biosolids (treated sewage sludge), “the
(Naser Khan): Enzo Lombi speaking about
final product of the urban metabolism”. Australia
managing and regulating contaminant levels in
produces more than 450,000 dry tonnes/year of
biosolids used in agriculture.
biosolids and each state has different legislation
for managing their disposal/reuse. In South Australia 100% of the biosolids produced are used
as agricultural soil amendments. This highlights the need for a high level of care in regulating
contaminant emissions to municipal wastewater, as much of the contaminant load will end up
in the biosolids products being spread on land. Enzo also spoke about the release of engineered
nanoparticles into wastewater and ways to assess their fate during wastewater treatment;
knowledge which is needed in order to perform risk assessment of new and emerging contaminants
in the nanotech boom era (i.e. now). Anu Kumar (CSIRO) gave a fascinating overview of terrestrial
ecotoxicology and the many different tests (acute vs. chronic tests, on organisms ranging from
earthworms to honey bees and bacteria) that can be used to assess the ecotoxicity of chemicals
and contaminated environmental media; a very important part of the risk assessment process.
After lunch we headed off in a new direction,
with Megharaj Mallavarapu (UniSA) explaining
the principles of bioremediation and how it can
be applied to clean up contaminated sites. By
putting bacteria, algae and other microorganisms
to work we can not only benefit from having a
cleaner environment, we may even be able to
generate electricity from their efforts. Sounds like
a win-win situation and is certainly fascinating
but rather complicated when you get into the
details, as we saw in the next presentation, where
(Daniela Montalvo): Rai Kookana, Luchun Duan,
Euan Smith (UniSA) explained how some of this Erica Donner, Enzo Lombi, and Fien Degryse during
a break.
bioremediation technology is actually being put
into practice to address hydrocarbon contamination issues on remote mine sites in the Pilbara
region of Western Australia. Euan gave an overview of the types of contamination that can occur
on such sites and some of the difficulties (e.g. lack of water supply and remote location) that add
extra challenges when working in the Australian outback.
The final speakers for the day were Rai Kookana (CSIRO), Paul Shand (CSIRO), and Nanthi Bolan
(UniSA). Rai’s talk about the interactions between contaminants and biochar generated plenty of
interest and discussion. Biochar (already mooted as a useful product for carbon sequestration)
may also play a potential role in decreasing contaminant mobility and bioavailability. However, as
Rai pointed out, biochar isn’t just biochar - the properties differ considerably depending on the
starting material and production conditions. Next up, Paul won the best field sites competition
with his interesting examples of ‘acid sulphate soils in action’ in the Lower Lakes region of South
Australia. When the iconic Murray River is low on water, the sulfidic sediments of the lower lakes
start to show their nasty side, releasing large quantities of acid and plenty of contaminant metals
as well. Mitigation and remediation options remain a challenge, but these very dynamic systems
support a wide variety of wildlife and primary industry and need to be well managed to prevent
widespread ecosystem degradation. At the end of the day, Nanthi closed the final session of this
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very interesting symposium with some great examples of arsenate and chromate rhizoreduction by
Australian native vegetation; another very important example of the complexity of environmental
chemistry and of the integrated nature of the soil environment with the organisms that live in it.
Thanks again to everyone who attended and participated in the day, and a special thanks to the
speakers for their excellent presentations. It was really great to see the diversity of activity and
research on contaminated soil issues going on in South Australia.

Queen’s Birthday honours: Congratulations to Prof. Mike McLaughlin
Congratulations are in order for South Australian soil scientist Professor Mike McLaughlin who was
made a Member of the General Division of the Order of Australia as part of this year’s Queen’s
Birthday Honours. Mike received this recognition for his significant service to conservation and
the environment and in particular for his outstanding efforts towards developing public policy on
science-based strategies for minimising metals in the environment. Mike holds joint appointments
as a Professorial Research Fellow with the School of Agriculture, Food and Wine at The University
of Adelaide and as a CSIRO Fellow. Congratulations Mike! For further details on Mike’s career and
the work that led to this award please see the article on page X of this issue.

20th World Congress of Soil Science – Jeju, Korea, June 2014
A large number of South Australian branch members
attended and gave presentations at the 20th World
Congress of Soil Science in Korea in June. Several
of the student delegates have prepared reports
featured elsewhere in this issue; including a report
by Raghupathi Matheyarasu (UniSA) about his great
experience successfully representing Australia in
the first ever international soil judging competition;
(Naser Khan): Some of the CERAR, UniSA
and a report by Naser Khan (UniSA) about his contingent at the WCSS in Korea. CERAR staff and
students were very active during the congress:
exciting new experiences with Korean culture and convening two special symposia, and presenting 2
food during the World Congress.
keynote addresses, 10 oral presentations, and 19
posters.

Also at the congress, the work of UniSA PhD student
Ramya Thangarajan impressed the international
soil experts, winning a best poster award for her
research on “Rhizosphere nitrification inhibition by
Australian native vegetation”. Ramya, who is due to
finish her PhD (exploring nitrogen transformation in
organic amendments added to soils) at the end of
this year, was very proud to receive the award, and
grateful for the opportunity to meet and listen to
presentations by expert soil scientists from all over
the world. “This award is tremendously inspiring
and receiving it has deepened my commitment to
continue research in soil science” she said. Recent
UniSA PhD graduate, Anitha Kunhikrishnan also
won a best poster award for her PhD research on
the “Role of recycled water sources in the (im)
mobilization and bioavailability of copper in soils”.
Both Ramya and Anitha have been supervised
by Prof Nanthi Bolan and Prof Ravi Naidu in the
Centre for Environmental Risk Assessment and
Remediation (CERAR) at UniSA.

Ramya Thangarajan next to her award winning
poster at the WCSS in Jeju, Korea.

Book Launch of “The Soil Underfoot” at the 20th WCSS
The WCSS in Korea was also the launch venue for a new book which “arms readers with historical
wisdom from various populations around the globe, along with current ideas and approaches for
the wise management of soils”. So if you’re looking for a new perspective on the history and future
of soil management check out “The Soil Underfoot: Infinite Possibilities for a Finite Resource” coedited by UniSA’s/ University of Adelaide’s Dr Jock Churchman together with Dr Edward Landa,
currently serving as the Chair and Co-chair of the IUSS Commission on the History, Philosophy and
Sociology of Soil Science.
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Knowledge transfer activity: Improving Mid-North
growers’ understanding of their soils
In collaboration with the Hart Field Site Group (HFSG), the SA
branch has been successful in winning a Northern and Yorke
Region NRM project bid. The HFSG are a farming systems group
based in the Mid-North who provide independent agricultural
research and extension. The aim of the project is the build the
capacity of growers in the Mid-North by developing a series of
local soil classification examples. Eight sites for this knowledge
transfer activity have been selected from Mid-North region. The
demonstration soils have different soil types and rainfall and are
used by HFSG to run Yield Prophet® (a model to predict grain yield).
As part of the collaboration James Hall, SA branch committee
member, will characterise the soils and report on the soil
Noack) - A soil pit dug for
properties of the selected sites. The soils will be preserved and (Sarah
demonstration at the Hart Field
kept as permanent samples which will be used by the HFSG at their
Day in 2013.
annual field day in September 2014 and beyond. This will be an
opportunity for growers to get a better understanding of the soil
types on their properties and can assists with decisions on farm
such as, stubble management or application of soil amendments.
By having the samples available on a permanent basis, HFSG
staff will be at the ready and well prepared to demonstrate the
different soil types and their implications for farm management
when engaging with farmers.

(Sarah Noack) – Local growers
listening to James Hall’s
explanation at the Hart Field Day
soil pit demonstration.

Upcoming Events
The SA Branch Committee has been busy planning events for the months ahead and dates for
these events will be announced shortly. Coming up in the next few months we will be holding the
Prescott Medal Lecture (Ass. Prof. Jock Churchman); the Teakle Lecture (Dr Bob Holloway); and the
SA Pioneers in Soil Science ‘Malcolm Oades’ Lecture (Dr Jeff Baldock). Later in the year, when we
have more chance of sunshine, we will also be holding a one day field trip focussing on the soils of
the Adelaide Hills.
2014 Harald Jensen Lecture to be held on Friday, the 19th of September at The University of Sydney.
As most of you are aware, the Harald Jensen Lecture is an annual lecture held by the NSW Branch
of Soil Science Australia, as a forum to discuss and reflect upon contemporary and historical soil
science issues. The Inaugural Lecture was given in 2005, by Dr Pat Walker, who gave an interesting
presentation on the ‘Soil Pioneers of Australia’.
It is our great pleasure that Associate Professor Balwant Singh has accepted our invitation to deliver
the 2014 Harald Jensen Lecture – “Training soil scientists for the 21st century.”
The function will start at 5.30pm, with the lecture to be delivered from 6.30pm. Drinks and Canapés
will be served upon arrival. The lecture will be followed by a dinner at your own expense at a local
restaurant from 8.30pm. The lecture will be ‘live-streamed’ from 6.30pm via a webinar link for
those who would like to listen to the lecture but cannot make it to the venue at The University of
Sydney.
The evening of the Harald Jensen Lecture will also coincide with the presentation of the SSA 2013
C.G. Stephens PhD Award to Dr Brendan Malone.
Venue: Faculty of Agriculture and Environment, The University of Sydney
Room 422, Level 4, Biomedical Building C81
1 Central Avenue, Australian Technology Park
Eveleigh, 2015, Australia (see the ‘ATP_map.pdf’ or http://www.atp.com.au/Conference-Centre/
Our-Location/Parking---Transport for details on Transport and Parking)
Time: 5.30pm
Costs: $30 per Person, SSA student members attendance is free of charge
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Biography Balwant Singh
Associate Professor Balwant Singh has made outstanding contributions towards understanding the
structural properties of clay minerals and sorption mechanisms of trace elements on clay surfaces
using synchrotron-based techniques. More recently, his research has focussed on the application
of biochar for long-term carbon storage in soils, and unravelling the organic-mineral interactions in
soils in relation to carbon sequestration. Associate Professor Balwant Singh has published nearly
150 refereed scientific papers and edited the book “Advances in the Application of Synchrotronbased Techniques in Soils and Sediments” published by Elsevier in 2010. He has received research
grants from the Australian Research Council, Cotton Research and Development Corporation, the
Federal Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry, the National Science Foundation, and
the United States Department of Energy.
He is an Associate Editor of three leading journals, Soil Research, Clay Minerals and Applied and
Environmental Soil Science. A/Prof Singh is the current Vice-Chair of the Soil Mineralogy Commission
of the International Union of Soil Science, Councillor of the Association Internationale pour l’Etude
des Argiles, and President of the Australian Clay Minerals Society.
In 2013 Associate Professor Balwant Singh has been awarded The Marion L. and Chrystie M.
Jackson Soil Science Award by the Soil Science Society of America for his outstanding contributions
(research, teaching, and impact of total contributions on soil science) in the areas of soil chemistry
and mineralogy. In 2014, the Clay Minerals Society (USA) named Associate Professor Balwant Singh
as the recipient of the Marion L. and Chrystie M. Jackson Mid-Career Clay Scientist Award, for his
outstanding contributions to clay minerals science (source: www.sydney.edu.au).

Tasmania
Soil Advocate Visits Tasmania
Major General Michael Jeffery, the national
Advocate for Soil Health, visited Tasmania in
early May. His trip began in Launceston with an
afternoon trip to the DPIPWE digital soil mapping
group followed by a dinner with soil scientists
from the north of the state. Day 2 involved a trip
to AgFest, Australia’s largest agricultural show,
where Michael presented prizes to Agricultural
Science students and met local politicians such as
Minister for Agriculture Jeremy Rockcliff and local
agriculturalists. That afternoon the group travelled
through the Launceston Tertiary Basin looking at the
soil types, irrigation developments, Cressy Research
Station and dairy farming expansions at Symmonds
Plains (famous race car track next door). We then
worked our way down to Hobart and had dinner
with the Head of the School of Land and Food at
UTAS, Prof Holger Meinke, and Tasmanian Branch
members Marcus Hardie (President), Chris Grose
(Vice-President), John Paul Cumming (Treasurer)
and Sarah Richards (Federal Secretary).
Day 3 started with Major General Jefferies
presenting a lecture to the soil science students
about soil health and the Advocate’s role in Australia
followed by an examination of the student’s soils
posters before we broke for morning tea with other
members of the School of Land and Food.

Advocate for Soil Health Michael Jeffery talking
to Agricultural Science undergraduate student
Samantha Flight

Senior Agronomist Ricky Munnings explains the
soil management issues at Houston’s Lettuce
Farm to Sarah Richards (Federal Secretary),
Chris Grose (Tasmania Vice-President), Michael
Jeffery (Advocate for Soil Health), Marcus Hardie
(Tasmanian President) and Adrienne Ryan (EO to
Advocate)

The group headed out into the field for the
afternoon to visit Houston’s Lettuce Farm one of
Australia’s largest fancy lettuce producers to see soil management in an intensive irrigated high
input environment. This was followed by a look at some of the sustainability issues in the Coal River
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Valley including application of organic wastes e.g. biosolids at the University farm. Their application
and impact was explained by Chris and Ronald Gunn who own several farms in the district and
also manage the University Farm. The Gunn’s brothers spoke about farming pressures and landuse change pressures including urbanisation, tourism and hobby farming. The day finished at the
bottom of the catchment at an oyster farm looking at how water quality and soil sustainability
within the catchment are related. Major General Jeffery was very impressed with quality and size
of the local oysters both reflecting the health of the catchment.
The day concluded with the Tasmanian Branch’s “Mike Temple-Smith Lecture” in Soil Science which
was given by Major General Jeffery to a public audience at the University of Tasmania. He spoke
on the importance of soils globally and how we can move toward more sustainable soil and land
management in Australia and how we might raise the profile of soil science generally. We then
retired for dinner and Tasmanian wines at a local restaurant where Michael expressed his gratitude
to all who had helped organise the Tasmanian tour but in particular Chris Grose of DPIPWE and
TIA-UTAS staff.

Western Australia
Crop Nutrition Symposium
The WA Branch co-hosted a one-day symposium at Murdoch University on 9 July. It was designed
to feature the diversity of current research on or related to crop nutrition in WA across arrange of
agencies. During the day, 19 papers were presented, outlining work from CSBP, CSIRO, DAFWA, MU
and UWA. The seminar was supported by the More Profit from Crop Nutrition initiative of GRDC as
part its extension of research findings in the Wester Grains region.
One of the highlights was a paper presented by Dr Bill Bowden on A short history of fertiliser
recommendation systems in Western Australia. This paper sketched the evolution of fertiliser
recommendation systems in WA from the use of individual trial data, and then multi trial
information, to the development of soil test based services, and response curve prediction methods.
It highlighted the importance of allowing for price and cost changes and individual grower choices
and of meeting variations in supply and demand across space and within the season as part of any
DSS designed to improve fertiliser efficiency and farmer choices.
Feedback from most of the 38 participants overwhelming recommended a repetition of the seminar
in the next year with greater advertising to reach more consultants and advisers and more time for
discussion about papers.
Dr Richard Bell
Professor of Sustainable Land Management
Murdoch University

Australian Society of Soil Science (ASSSI), Soil Science Australia NSW Branch,
ordinary general meeting, 10-11th July 2014, Panthers, Bathurst, presentations
and a one day field trip.
Our meeting held on 10th and 11th July 2014 in Bathurst was instigated to identify and discuss
training opportunities and define the practical role of training across the scope of education,
research, consultancy, advocacy and policy. We worked from the theme ‘training, capacity building
and the role of extension services’. Our discussion has identified that succession for soil knowledge
and professional scope for soil science is strong within the government agencies. However, strategic
management for use of soils information still needs a coherent development and delivery program,
particularly to support debates in policy and the political forum.
The meeting of soils professionals comprised eleven Soil Science Australia members and fifteen
colleagues and guests working in the New South Wales Central West. The discussion covered the
undertakings made in deriving soils knowledge and its presentation, use of communication tools
soil mapping, video, computer and internet applications and interactive modelling. Field sites were
opportunities to take a closer look at the Bathurst soils landscapes at the Mount Panorama race
circuit, walk the geomorphological process of gully erosion through a swampy meadow landscape
and see the options and strategies necessary to achieve a high fertility vegetable production and
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conservative soil fertility for grape production that is required of farming Bathurst granitic soils.
A summary of each of the presentations is given below
Neroli Brennan of the Central West Local Land Services
Training, capacity building and the role of extension services
Our forum commenced on the first day with Neroli highlighting use of the well-developed concept
of Whole Farm Planning based on the soil characteristics, a program for Managing and Measuring
Soil Water and the current trend in use of electronic media to reach a farmer audience. Tools
to deliver these messages were the recently completed soil landscape map for the Central West
Catchment Authority (Murphy et al. 2013) and social media LinkedIn, U-Tube, Twitter, Facebook and
Webinars. Two markets were identified. The need to search for information and specific training
that enabled a value accreditation as prior learning opportunities in further industry or university
education. Within this process there was acknowledgement for a deep foundation in sociology and
the development of marketing segmentation as a core philosophy to the extension process.
Derek Yates of Sydney University
Looking at the soil knowledge requirements for operatives in the grains industry
Derek Yates of Sydney University discussed their project whichaddressed the development and
delivery for the scope for a ‘core body of knowledge’ required of soil science knowledge, particularly
for grain production; across a scope including environmental science, soil biology, soil chemistry,
soil physics, pedology, education and extension.
Greg Bender of Australian Soil Management
Deciphering the Carbon Farming Initiative
Greg questioned the validity of soils based information available to policy makers. He used the
Carbon Farming Initiative documentation as an example to highlight that Soil Science Australia
can contribute significantly to this policy debate through the presentation of coherent technical
information.
Dr Brian Murphy presented on behalf of Central West Local Land Services
The use of new soil- landscape mapping information for the Bathurst region
(Local Land Services) Brian discussed the recent soil landscape mapping project of the Central
West Catchment Authority, as a direct application of soil science knowledge for the region. This
project incorporated a geological basis for soils classification with an identified 318 soil types for
the mapped region to integrate existing soil land scape and geological current map publications
to produce a map with electronic access to multi-scale detail at 1:250,000 back to 1:100,000 as a
consistent information source without any loss of previous mapping information.
Jo Powells of NSW Department of Primary Industries
Educating land holders for the Sydney Catchment
Jo discussed two extension programs. Both
utilised research communication through practical
community based studies to assess best practices
to achieve an economically productive capacity
for farmers on the Monaro grassland and within
the Sydney Catchment Authority. These projects
highlighted the benefits of extension through oneto-one communication with participants presenting
best practice land management, however the
audience questioned whether longer term external
landscape and environmental management
Last destination on the field trip “Rengazalia
Wines – O’Connell.
outcomes had also been included in assessment of
program success.
Andrew Rawson of Charles Sturt University
Soils training with video modules
Andrew Rawson (Charles Sturt University) provided an example of the work being done to develop
training videos to explain field characteristics of saline and sodic soils being published by a group of
“old soilies” through their recently incorporated Soil Knowledge Network.
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David Mitchell and Alan Nicholson of the Department of Primary Industries
A landscape understanding tool for major natural resource issues – the hydrogeological landscape
DavidandAlandemonstrated the scientific process of knowledge development studies in groundwater
and their application. David presented the current model to prove a new understanding for episodic
peaks in riverine salinity in our landscapes and Alan presented the use of a site predictive model
for adverse soil salinity. Here they were able to predict potential problems and explain current
problems to assist urban planners in towns like Bathurst.
Mark Glover CSIRO Land and Water
Measuring plant available water capacity (PAWC)
allows growers to make better informed management
decisions
Mark spoke of using a predictive model to determine
for different soil types or locations around Australia
and find out how much available water there will be for
various crops. The back end of this work was a series
of field experiments measuring a soil’s water potential,
drained upper limit, and the crop lower limit to provide
a value for potential available water capacity (PAWC).
The front end for the consumer or farmer is this PAWC
information is then useable in the “Yield for Profit” crop First destination on the field trip “An eroded
swampy meadow”.
modelling program. The PWAC data is also accessible
through the electronic connections to the Espade, MapConnect, ApSoil and SoilMapp applications
now available on the internet. Mark then shared a soils training video developed by the CSIRO to
build the technical capacity for soil survey and soil pit work for local workers in the Philippines.
Roy Lawrie -Soils and Landscape Studies
An overview of the Japanese Volcanic Andosol soils
Roy Lawrie provided an overview of of the field trip associated with the recent World Congress of
Soil Science at JeJu, Korea. Here Roy also showed the technology of using a latex polymer method
to develop a soil monolith profile that can be flexible enough to be rolled for transport, as would be
done with a paper parchment or poster.
Dr. Jane Aiken
NSW Branch President 2014-2015, Soil Science Australia.

Members
A reminder on the correct protocol
Member use of the Society logo and Post Nominals
Many awards and academic qualifications carry an entitlement for recipients to use indicative
letters after their name. Protocol indicates that the use of post nominals should be restricted to
fellowships of learned bodies of high standing and memberships of senior professional bodies.
Soil Science Australia accepts membership from those interested in soil science. The Society
then allows members to apply for CPSS accreditation which has strict academic and professional
experience requirements that must be gained prior to the award of CPSS.
Soil Science Australia members with a professional interest, rather than a general interest, in
soil science are encouraged to gain CPSS. Membership of the Australian Society of Soil Science
does not carry a post nominal nor does it permit members to use the society logo on personal
correspondence or professional correspondence not directly associated with society business.
Members wishing to promote that they are members of the Society can use the text Soil Science
Australia Member but there is no acronym attached to this text nor associated use of the logo.
Certified Professional Soil Scientist accreditation has the Society post nominal, CPSS, to denote a
currently accredited Certified Professional Soil Scientist. Accredited members should be using the
post nominal CPSS and accreditation stage in italics one font size smaller than the surrounding text,
for example John Citizen CPSS 2. An electronic seal is issued to a CPSS after they gain accreditation
each year. The seal is designed for use on reports and correspondence.
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Welcome to our newest members
New South Wales
Dr Greg Bender
Mr Jack Koci
Dr Sharon O’Rourke
Dr Adrian Chappell
Dr Anthony Dosseto
Dr Brenda Kranz
Dr Brian Wilson
Miss Liana Pozza
Mr Calvin Leech
Mr George Truman
Mr Mario Fajardo
Mr Mark Glover
Mr TANZEEM REHMAN

Queensland
Ms Karen Shears
Ms Maryam Esfandbod
Dr Paul Dennis
Dr Moran Segoli
Miss Ellie McCosker
Miss Kelly Dobson
Miss Laura Malcolm
Miss Mandana Shaygan
Mr Gaius Leong
Mr Jack FitzGerald
Mr Luis Rinaldi
Mr Martin Ross
Mr Max Setchfield
Mr Stirling Roberton
Mrs Jeda Palmer
Mrs Louisa Nicolson
Ms Constance Coverdale
Ms Jessica Conner
Ms Vivian Andrea Rincon Florez

Riverina
Mr Shamsul Haque
Mr Upul Gunawardena
Mr Andrew Bomm
Mr Upul Gunawardena
Thane Pringle

South Australia

Mr Chaolei Yuan
Mrs Cuicui Zhao
Dr Jonathan Judy
Mrs Megan Boote
Mr Rajasekar Karunanithi
Dr Rodrigo Silva
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Dr Ryan Walker
Dr Sotirios Vasileiadis
Dr Evelina Facelli
Dr Gianluca Brunetti
Dr Hasinur Rahman
Dr Sotirios Vasileiadis
Euan Smith
Miss Maria del Pilar Muschietti Piana
Mrs Thea Read
Ms Caroline Johnston

Tasmania

Mr Abbas Almajmaie

Victoria
Ms Katherine Dunsford
Ms Lyn Kelson
Mrs Miaomiao Cheng
Ms Susan Holden
Mr William Grant
Dr Helen Hayden
Dr Ian Porter
Dr Lori Phillips
Dr Lori Phillips
Dr Magandaran Moodley
Dr Richard Eckard
Mr Alessandro Ossola
Mr Biplob Kumar Saha
Mr David Riches
Mr Gregory Tuck
Mr Jonathan Hopley
Mr Peter Matthews
Mrs Dona Wijesinghe
Ms Katherine Dunsford
Ms Nerissa Lovric
Ms Yunnita Fransisca

Western Australia
Mr David Rees
Joseph Powers
Dr Peter Keating
Dr Stephen Carr
Miss Penelope King
Mr Farid Bagheri
Mr Liam Ryan
Mrs Bronwyn Smedley
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Branch Events & Society News
Four more photos needed for the 2015 Soil Science Australia calendar. The theme is on international
soils to celebrate 2015 as the International Year of Soil. Please email your images and a paragraph
on where the photo was taken and the subject matter to office@soilscienceautralia.org before
August 28 2014. Images have to be high resolution.

September 18 QLD BRANCH Combined Student Night with ACLCA and
AGLA

Soil Science Australia (Qld branch) will be holding a student night to provide some first hand
information to students about the range of environmental careers potentially available to them,
with some finger food and networking opportunities on the side. More information http://www.
cvent.com/d/5UPS_ZbW_0-A7pYKE_nEFQ/5jff/P1/1Q?

September 19 NSW BRANCH 2014 Harald Jensen Lecture at The
University of Sydney

The Harald Jensen Lecture is an annual lecture held by the NSW Branch of Soil Science Australia, as
a forum to discuss and reflect upon contemporary and historical soil science issues. The Inaugural
Lecture was given in 2005, by Dr Pat Walker, who gave an interesting presentation on the ‘Soil
Pioneers of Australia’. It is our great pleasure that Associate Professor Balwant Singh has accepted
our invitation to deliver the 2014 Harald Jensen Lecture – “Training soil scientists for the 21st
century.” Starting at 5.30pm with drinks and canapés, with the lecture to be delivered from 6.30pm,
the lecture will be followed by a dinner at your own expense at a local restaurant from 8.30pm. The
lecture will be ‘live-streamed’ from 6.30pm via a webinar link for those who would like to listen to
the lecture but cannot make it to the venue at The University of Sydney. The evening of the Harald
Jensen Lecture will also coincide with the presentation of the SSA 2013 C.G. Stephens PhD Award
to Dr Brendan Malone. The venue is the Faculty of Agriculture and Environment, The University
of Sydney Room 422, Level 4, Biomedical Building C81 1 Central Avenue, Australian Technology
Park Eveleigh, 2015, Australia (ATP Transport and Parking information). Cost is $30 per Person, Soil
Science Australia student members attendance is free of charge Register via this link

2014 Annual Boodja Soil Science Lecture

Soil Science Australia (WA Branch) invites you to the annual WA Boodja Soil Science Lecture to be
held from 5.30 - 6.30 pm on Friday 19 September 2014 at the Bayliss Building University of Western
Australia. Boodja is a Noongar word for “land” and the lecture series acknowledges the important
role of aboriginal understanding in the responsible management of our soil and land.
This year the society is honoured to have Emeritus Professor Alan Robson (AO) present the second
lecture in this series. Alan Robson has made a huge contribution to research on soil-plantmicrobe interactions and to the wider university sector.
To RSVP or for further information please contact Wendy Vance,
Secretary, Soil Science Australia (WA Branch)
wa@soilscienceaustralia.com.au

September 26 VIC BRANCH Soil Erosion Refresher Field Day

To be held in northern Victoria with presentations from Mark Imhof, David Rees, Brad Costin and
Clem Sturmfels. An invitation will be sent out to members soon.

September SA BRANCH Teakle Lecture

Early notice that Teakle Lecture will be held in September. Further information closer to the event

October 25 VIC BRANCH Frank Gibbons Soil Science Essay Award

Deadline for nominations. The Award consists of a certificate, a copy of Australian Soils and
Landscapes, one year subscription to Soil Science Australia and $250 cash, and will be made for an
undergraduate essay (or report) assessed on the basis of scientific merit, relevance to soil science
and the overall effectiveness in communicating research to a scientific audience. Nominations
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BRANCH REPORTS - BUILDING SOIL SCIENCE CAPACITY IN EAST TIMOR - UPDATE

close on the 25th October. All applications should be emailed to the Branch Secretary (victoria@
soilscienceaustralia.com.au) Please encourage other relevant people to also nominate for this
award. Gibbons Award Conditions

October SA BRANCH SA Pioneers Lecture

Early notice that SA Pioneers Lecture will be held in October. Further information closer to the
event.

November 21 VIC BRANCH 2014 Leeper Lecture and Dinner

Soils in fire-prone ecosystems – where does all the charcoal go? Is the title of the 2014 Leeper
Lecture to be given by Prof Heike Knicker, Spain. The lecture will be held at the University of
Melbourne with dinner afterwards at the Melbourne University Graduate House. The Lecture
is part of the Deans Lecture series for the newly formed Faculty of Veterinary and Agricultural
Science. Further details on the Victorian upcoming events page.

WA BRANCH 2015 WA Soil Science conference

Will feature in the Swan Valley area of WA. We have initiated planning for the event, and there will
no doubt be a tour through a winery in the area http://www.swanvalley.com.au/Attractions_and_
Experiences/Wineries. Open to all members this gives you time to think about a holiday in the West
next year. More details to follow.

Building soil science capacity in East Timor - UPDATE
Following the latest article in Profile, Tasmanian member
Steve Willatt discussed the project with his Rotary Club of
Devonport South East who agreed to sponsor the
purchase of chemicals to the value of $500.
Following the latest article in Profile, Tasmanian member
Steve Willatt discussed the project with his Rotary Club of
Devonport South East who agreed to sponsor the purchase
of chemicals to the value of $500.
The Queensland Branch continue to be strong supporters
of this project, having collected and dispatched the original
soil testing equipment, and are now providing $5000 to
support the next mentoring visit to East Timor in October.
In addition, members have donated $1100 which is being matched by federal funds to assist with
the mentoring; a total of $2200.
Overall a total of ~$12 000 is needed for the trip and the Crawford Fund Queensland Program will
be providing the remaining funds.
Members that would like to contribute please contact the federal office. Members will be able to
read the report on the next mentoring visit later this year.
Members interested in volunteering at the East Timor Soil Science laboratory should contact Kep
Coughlan via email kepcoughlan@mac.com

Fundamental Exam Registration is now available
Members interested in gaining accreditation who lack the academic requirements
can use a pass in the Fundamental Exam to satisfy the academic requirements and
thus use the exam as the alternate entry pathway to accreditation.
Australia Soils Exam Registration is posted at https://www.soils.org/certifications/
exam-information/soilscience-australia and closes on October 3rd. The Performance Objectives for
the Fundamental Exam are available to download from the CPSS web site [www.cpss.com.au] and
a recommended readling list to assist sef study will be posted shortly.
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Awards Received by Members
Congratulations to Mike McLaughlin and Jon Martin for being appointed
as Members of the Order of Australia” then a sub title for Mike section
and then one for John.
Special congratulations are in order for eminent South Australian Soil Scientist, Professor
Mike McLaughlin, who was made a Member of the Order of Australia (AM) as part of this
year’s Queen’s Birthday Honours. Over the past few decades Mike has made invaluable
contributions to the Australian community and economy through active involvement in
government committees, professional bodies, policy making and education in the key sectors
of: 1) fertilisers and crop nutrition for agriculture, and 2) remediation of environmental
contaminants. Currently holding joint appointments as a Professorial Research Fellow with
the School of Agriculture, Food and Wine at The University of Adelaide and as a CSIRO Fellow,
Mike received this Order of Australia honour in recognition of his significant services to
conservation and the environment. He is described by those who have had the good fortune
to work with him as “an outstanding scientist” and ”a most generous and humble person”.
Mike is a recognised internationally as a leader in soil chemistry and plant nutrition research and
is well known for applying his results to achieve practical advances in industry. He has conducted
research on many micronutrients, but has devoted particular attention to phosphorus, Australia’s
most limiting macronutrient for cereal and pasture production. Through involvement in the
development of new and more effective fertilisers he has significantly contributed to increasing
Australian food production capacity. In 2007 he founded the University of Adelaide’s highly
successful Fertiliser Technology Research Centre, supported by The Mosaic Company (USA) and
the Australian Grains Research and Development Corporation.
His research achievements in this field have led to several prestigious awards, such as the 2011
International Plant Nutrition Institute (IPNI) Science Award. In presenting that award, Dr Terry
Roberts, President of the IPNI spoke of Mike’s “internationally recognized contributions to improved
nutrient management and production in agriculture”, which have brought “advancements in
fertilizer chemistry, crop nutrition, and environmental protection that are truly excellent”. He
also pointed out that Mike’s career “marks numerous breakthroughs in improved environmental
assessment and management, the development of new fertilizer delivery systems, and a greater
understanding of the interactions of nutrients and the environment”.
In addition to his contributions to food production, Mike
has also been active in improving environmental protection
by increasing the knowledge base about environmental
contaminants and providing input into the formulation of
regulations and safe practice guidelines. He is recognised
worldwide as a leader in the field of environmental soil
chemistry, particularly with respect to the remediation of
polluted and contaminated soils. For instance, he has been
heavily involved in national initiatives to investigate, reporton and develop management plans to deal with adverse
cadmium accumulations in Australian agriculture (e.g. in potato production) and he was the
inaugural National Coordinator of Australia’s National Cadmium Management Committee. Through
his work on metal contamination in soils, Mike has directly influenced national and international
public policy and helped develop science-based strategies for minimizing the negative effects of
metals in the environment. His outstanding work in this arena was recognised in 2012 when he
received the Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry’s Herb Ward Exceptional Service
Award. This is an extremely high achievement, being recognised by a world body in a second and
distinct area of research.
Importantly, Mike is also an accomplished educator in his chosen fields of research. His ability
to make environmental chemistry a subject of keen interest to undergraduates, post graduates
and farmers alike is exceptional. Throughout his career Mike has supervised 20 PhD Students and
supported numerous Honours students in their research in the areas of biogeochemistry, fertilizer
formulation, and environmental contamination. He holds 8 patents, and has published more
than 180 peer reviewed journal papers, over 120 industry reports and publications, and 28 book
chapters. In addition to this, Mike has a long list of awards, honours, fellowships, editorial positions,
and speaking engagements to his credit, and it is wonderful to see his contribution to Soil science
and Australian society recognised by this Order of Australian honour.
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John Martin
Mr John Martin was recently awarded an Order of Australia
Medal (OAM) in the General Division for his services to soil
science. John has provided almost 50 years of service to
the Victorian Government, both as an employee and as a
‘collaborating scientist’. Since his ‘retirement’ in 1993, John
has continued to this day to actively collaborate with DEPI
staff on the mission of managing Victoria’s soil and landscape
data, information and knowledge. He is extremely dedicated
and well respected by both junior and senior staff. John never
seeks the ‘limelight’ and is much more comfortable ‘working
in the backroom’ as part of a team on the important mission of better understanding the nature
and condition of our soil resource.
John Martin graduated from the University of Melbourne in the 1960s studying Agriculture that
involved a fair dose of soil science under GW Leeper. His initial involvement in soil and land survey
was with the Northern Territory in the 1960s and John, even today, is more than happy to recount
these experiences of ‘pre-Tracy’ NT. During this NT stint, John was actively involved in assisting Dr
Keith Northcote when he was producing his Atlas of Australian Soils (1960-68).
John commenced work as a Soils Officer in the former
Victorian Department of Agriculture in 1967 within the first
regional dryland soil survey unit, located at Horsham. His work
involved producing large-scale soil mapping for the Wimmera
region, including the Wimmera irrigation Area. From 19681972, he again worked with Dr Keith Northcote (CSIRO) to
select and characterise sites for the National Soil Fertility
Project (NSFP). Some four decades later, John assisted in
relocating many of these sites to enable them to be re-sampled
as part of an assessment of soil change over that period. In
1976, John became leader of the department’s soil survey group and was re-located to the former
State Chemistry Laboratory in East Melbourne. In the 1970’s and 1980s, under his leadership, the
group completed a number of regional soil surveys, including the soils and landforms of south-west
Victoria. In various forms much of this work is still being used today to inform land management
and planning.
After ‘retiring’ from the department in 1993, John has, for the
past 21 years, continued to provide largely voluntary service as
a ‘collaborating scientist. He has continued to make a significant
contribution over that time – particularly in the dedicated curation
of a large collection of field books, air photos, site description
cards and photographs generated during many decades of
government-led soil survey in Victoria. John has also contributed
significantly, along with other retired specialists, to the Victorian
Geomorphology Reference Group who have developed a new
hierarchical classification of Victoria’s landscapes. A few years ago
he was also able to assist the Northern Territory Department of
Land Resource Management with
a current project by providing data
related to potential Acid Sulfate
Soils that he had been involved in
collecting during the 1960s when he was based there.
Much of John’s work has been progressively made available on the
Victorian Resources Online (VRO) website (www.depi.vic.gov.au/
vro), along with information developed by other, now retired, former
staff. This model of working with retired experts and capturing their
knowledge and legacy data on the web, and in other databases, is a
‘knowledge management’ initiative worth aspiring to.
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Obituaries
Obituary for Collin Williams - By Rob Cumming
Colin was one of the elite group of scientists in CSIRO in the early 1950’s,
who shaped the face of agriculture both then and into the future, working
in the Division of Plant Industry [and Soils] - C.S.I.R.O, Canberra, A.C.T.
The effects are still apparent when you look at their vast and definitive
group of works. The group included Colin Donald, Murray Bromfield,
John David, Alf Anderson, John Brockwell, Jeff Freney, Keith Northcote,
Rex Culvenor, Andrew Pinkerton, Jeff Simpson and an eclectic range of
others. The morning tea room at Plant Industry was place to learn and
absorb some of the most interesting current and future theories in soil
science [and of course, plant science!!]
To remind us of the importance of this group, is the still current methodology of John David,
with whom Colin collaborated on many occasions, for analysis of copper using the AAS [Atomic
Absorption Spectrophotometer].
A seminal paper was in 1973: CH Williams and DJ David The effect of superphosphate on the
cadmium content of soils and plants Australian Journal of Soil Research 11(1) 43 – 56. Perhaps the
best known is his Crookwell work in the 1970’s: Soil acidification under clover pasture - Australian
Journal of Experimental Agriculture and Animal Husbandry 20(106) 561 – 567, Published: 1980.
This followed the “Fertility and productivity of a podzolic soil as influenced by subterranean
clover (Trifolium subterraneum L.) and superphosphate.” with Colin Donald [Australian Journal of
Agricultural Research 5(4) 664 - 687 - Published: 1954]
Collin never gave up on this theme as the last series of publications before he retired included
the [SM Bromfield, RW Cumming, DJ David and CH Williams] Change in soil pH, manganese and
aluminium under subterranean clover pasture Australian Journal of Experimental Agriculture and
Animal Husbandry 23(121) 181 - 191Published: 1983
By 1987, the last publication from Colin appeared of this specific theme: Long-term effects
of incorporated lime and top-dressed lime on the pH in the surface and subsurface of pasture
soils [SM Bromfield, RW Cumming, DJ David and CH Williams] Australian Journal of Experimental
Agriculture 27(4) 533 - 538.
Colin was the last of that elite group, passing on Friday 13th June 2014
at Caboolture, having lived at Bribie Island until December 2013, caring
for close members of his family since the death of his wife [Marjory] in
November 2006. Colin was 96 years of age and the family tells me, still
mentally alert.
I had the pleasure of meeting with Colin in late October 2013 in Bribie
Island for one last time. He was still working away in his mind about some
of the complexities of soil science that he had been unable to complete.
Yet in 1983, I watched him on his last day in his office, close the filing
cabinet.
We were there together that day, having distilled a series of problems and planned the future
research pattern and potential answers in the management of acid soils. Or as we considered later,
de-alkanisation of soils.
Colin also worked in some of the less popular fields of soil science, such as the fractionation of
sulphur to use as indices. There is still argument about correct methods today, yet the original
paper goes back to 1957 with Jeff Freney.
I had the distinct pleasure of working with a fellow traveller in soil science, one who, despite the
passing of time, never failed to share his knowledge and direction. I thank you for your confidence
Colin, in me and fellow soil scientists.
Thank you for the invaluable contribution you have made to the world of soils.
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2014 Conference Update
Planning is well underway for the National Soils Conference with the program now available.
The discounted early bird registration closes on August 25 so book now. http://www.soilscience2014.
com/registration.html
Conference highlights include
• Early career workshop on Sunday 23 November
• Fundamentals Exam on Sunday 23 November (alternate entry pathway for members without
the academic prerequisites for CPSS accreditation)
• Student Soil Judging competition 22-24 November
• CPSS Workshop and meeting
• AGM
• International key note speakers
• Address by the Advocate for Soil Health
• Conference field trips
• Tour of the Melbourne Cricket Ground (additional cost)

National Soils Conference 2014 Tours

Corangamite Cropping and Livestock
This tour will take participants to a range of innovative farming systems to the southwest of
Melbourne. This area is contained in the western volcanic plains, within the Corangamite catchment
management area, and the High Rainfall Zone for grain production. Farmers have implemented a
range of innovations as sheep grazing has significantly declined in favor of an increase in grain
production. Initially, issues such as poorly-structured subsoils, which resulted in waterlogged soils
during the winter months, limited grain production. However, through a range of applications,
such as subsoil manuring and raised-bed cropping, grain yields have increased markedly due to
some substantial changes to the soil physical conditions. Farmer groups, such as Southern Farming
Systems, have been actively involved in research in collaboration with universities and DEPI. In
addition to grain production, cattle and sheep grazing is still a substantial part of the region. A stop
will show how a landholder is able to use regular soil fertility and knowledge of soil constraints to
maintain a profitable grazing operation. The conclusion of the day will be at local vineyard on the
Bellarine Peninsula.
Gippsland Dairy
The tour will visit the higher rainfall region of Gippsland, which is east of Melbourne and will
focus on the impact on soil properties of land management practices in the region. Agriculture
commenced in Gippsland after large tracts were cleared to build Melbourne over a hundred years
ago. This clearing has led to soil erosion in some areas and we will discuss erosion management
approaches on a local farm. Dairy is a major industry in the region and occurs on a wide range of
soils. A priority for the industry is to sustainably increase productivity and a number of research
projects at DEPI Ellinbank focus on soil management. These include the impact of dairy production
on soil chemical and physical properties. In addition to the visit to Ellinbank, the tour will visit
a soil pit on a local dairy farm. The impacts on the quality of Melbourne’s water supply of land
management (beef, hobby farms and dairy, versus forestry) in a nearby catchment will be the final
stop before dinner at a local winery.
Cranbourne Horticulture and Land-use Change
This trip will visit the horticulture region to the south-east of Melbourne, around Cranbourne and
Koo-Wee-Rup. We will look at horticulture production on a variety of soils (from sands to peaty clays)
and issues associated with land use planning in peri-urban zones. Recent research on greenhouse
emissions associated with horticulture and nitrogen use efficiency will be demonstrated. Later in
the day we visit the Royal Botanic Gardens in Cranbourne which features the renowned ‘Australian
Garden’ that is surrounded by remnant bushland within a sand dune landscape. The conclusion will
be a dinner at the café in the Australian Garden.
Mornington Peninsula Viticulture
The Mornington peninsula is renowned for its production of very fine Pinot Noir wines. There is an
enormous range of styles to the region’s flagship variety, from a haunting elegance and lingering
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intensity through to the more complex, structured and rich expression of the land. The region
has a variety of soil types: Ferrosols and Dermosols formed on tertiary basalt, Podosols formed on
Pleistocene dunefields and some Dermosols and Sodosols formed on quaternary alluvial sediments.
Thus, a soil scientist is likely to contemplate ‘Is the terroir expressed in the typicity of the wine? Ian
Porter (LTU/DEPI) will discuss a study of ‘soil health’ in a number of vineyards of the region. The
tour will conclude with dinner and a chance to sample some of the region’s fine wines.

Events
September 2014
LuWQ2015 Abstracts open in September
2nd International Interdisciplinary Conference on Land Use and Water Quality: Agricultural
Production and the Environment. Vienna Austria 21-24 September 2015 Abstract submission will
be possible by end September 2014, abstracts are due by 1 February 2015. More information is on
http://web.natur.cuni.cz/luwq2015/
Focused Meeting 2014: Emerging Challenges and Opportunities in Soil Microbiology, Loughborough
University, Loughborough - 1st to 2nd September 2014 http://www.soils.org.uk/event/297
Complex Soil Systems Conference 2014, David Brower Center, Berkeley, California. September
3–5 SSSA/Bouyoucos Funded Conference http://esd.lbl.gov/research/programs/ERWR/soils_
conference/
British Society of Soil Science Annual Meeting 2014 2014 Annual Meeting “Delving into the dark emerging techniques, approaches and tools for soils research” which takes place at the University
of Manchester. Registrations close August 22
21st General Meeting of the International Mineralogical Association (IMA 2014) 1-5 September
South Africa
XIII International Symposium and Field Workshop on Paleopedology, Poland, 1-6 September
2014. www.home.umk.pl/~paleopedology2014/
Complex Soil Systems 2014 Berkeley CA USA 2-5 September http://esd.lbl.gov/research/programs/
ERWR/soils_conference/
20th ISTRO conference Nanjing China 14-18 September 2015 http://istro2015.csp..escience.cn/
dct/page/1
Soil Water: Principles and Management in Production Systems, Cranfield University, Cranfield,
Bedfordshire - 15th September 2014 http://www.soils.org.uk/event/294
World Reference Base Workshop / Field Excursion - Ireland 2014, Environment Research Centre,
Teagasc, Johnstown Castle Estate, County Wexford - 15th to 19th September 2014 http://www.
soils.org.uk/event/283
ELS 2014 - the Earth Living Skin: Soil, Life and Climate Changes, under the auspices of the Soil
System Sciences Division of the European Geosciences Union, 21 – 25 September 2014 in Nova
Yardinia, Italy (www.els2014.eu).
XII Congress of the Croatian Society of Soil Science Dubrovnik, in the independent Republic of
Croatia, the 28th EU member, from September 22-26, 2014. More information see: www.congresscsss.org
Intensive Training Course on Soil Micromorphology, organized by Commission 1.1. Soil Morphology
and Micromorphology. Universitat de Lleida and Institut Cartogràfic i Geològic de Catalunya
22/09/14 - 03/10/14. Tremp (Catalonia, Spain)Theoretical lectures and practical -microscopeexercises. Inscription: www.ice.udl.cat/fc/curso/801 More information: rosa.poch@macs.udl.cat
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See also www.youtube.com/watch?v=SzO9TGY7YmQ
17th Australian Nitrogen Fixation Conference 2014 28 September – 2 October University of
Adelaide & SARDI Waite Precinct Urrbrae SA http://agwine.adelaide.edu.au/research/farming/
legumes-nitrogen/nfixconf2014.html
DNAPL and LNAPL workshops September 29-30 CRC CARE in Sydney (29–30 September) and
Melbourne (2–3 October). For more information and registration click here for Sydney. For more
information and registration click here for Melbourne.

October 2014

SPP 1315 Biogeochemical interfaces in Soil October 6-8 2014 Leipziger Kubus Helmholtz Centre for
Environmental Research IFZ Leipzig Germany Abstract submissions close July 7 Early registration
ends July 28 http://www.spp1315.uni-jena.de/.
The Soul of Soil and Civilisation, October 14 – 16 2014. Side Antalya Turkey http://www.soil2014.
com/
ISSPA 15th October Abstract submission deadline 14th ISSPA International Symposium for Soil and
Plant Analysis 26-30 January 2015 Kona Beach Hawaii www.isspa2015.com
EcoForum Conference and Exhibition. 29-31 October 2014 http://www.ecoforum.net.au/program.
html

November 2014

6th Global Workshop on Digital Soil Mapping, 11-14 November, 2014, Nanjing, China. More details
at http://dsm2014.csp.escience.cn The full-length papers will be published in a monograph by
Springer after peer review.
National Soil Science Conference MCG Melbourne Victoria Australia 23-27 November 2014. www.
soilscience2014.com
Latin America Soil Science Congress, Cuzco Peru 9-15 November 2014 http://www.slcs.org.mx/
img/XX_Latinamerican_Soil_Science_Congress_Cusco_Peru.pdf

December 2014

New Zealand Society of Soil Science ‘Soil Science for Future Generations The University of Waikato
Hamilton 1-4 December 2014 Abstracts open Feb 1 and close Sept 1 Early Registrations open 1
March and close 24 October
Conference on Conservation Agriculture for Smallholders in Asia and Africa 7-11 December 2014
Bangladesh Agricultural University (BAU), Mymensingh Bangladesh http://www.scac2014.org/

January 2015

14th ISSPA International Symposium for Soil and Plant Analysis 26-30 January 2015 Kona Beach
Hawaii www.isspa2015.com

February 2015

International conference on Natural Resource Management for Food Security and Rural
Livelihoods. Soil Conservation Society of India New Delhi 10-13 February 2015. www.soilcsi.in or
contact icsci2015@gmail.com
18th International Soil Conservation Organization Conference May 31 –June 5, 2015 El Paso, Texas
Aug. 15, 2014 –Call for abstracts Nov. 15, 2014 –Early registration opens http://tucson.ars.ag.gov/
isco/index.php

June 2015

Inaugural Global Workshop on Digital Soil Morphometrics. 1-4 June 2015, Madison, USA.. For more
information and expression of interest click here

July 2015

7th International Symposium of Soil Minerals with Organic Components and Microorganisams
(ISMOM) Montreal Canada 5-10 July 2015 visit http://ismom2015.conference.mcgill.ca/index0f50.
html?p=home
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September 2015

20th International Soil Tillage Research Organization Conference in Nanjing China 14-18 September
2015. http://istro2015.csp.escience.cn/dct/page/1
LuWQ2015 2nd International Interdisciplinary Conference on Land Use and Water Quality:
Agricultural Production and the Environment. Vienna Australia 21-24 September 2015
http://web.natur.cuni.cz/luwq2015/
5th International Symposium on SOIL ORGANIC MATTER. September 20-24, 2015, Göttingen,
Germany. www.som2015.org

December 2016

New Zealand and Australian Soil Societies joint conference Queenstown New Zealand.

2018

21st World Congress of Soil Science Rio de Janiero Brazil

2022
22nd World Congress of Soil Science Glasgow Scotland

2015 International Year of Soil Calendar for Soil Science Australia
Federal Council of Soil Science Australia has invited the branches
to contribute to the 2015 IYS activities. Some great ideas such
as stamps and coins need a longer lead time than is available
however the preliminary list was approved at the August Federal
Council meeting.
The activities identified thus far are;
Publish 2015 IYS Soil Science in Australia magazine
- a magazine designed for politicians and policy makers and the general public as an outreach
document to them with soil and the important role it plays
Publish the 2015 Soils Calendar with an international soils theme
Coordinate a national soil webinar in conjunction with the WA 2015 conference
Work toward establishing international accreditation for soil scientists to allow CPSS accredited
members to be recognised overseas as professionals and to ensure that overseas soil
scientists have the appropriate knowledge
Soil eARTh project
Produce a nationally significant exhibition that celebrates Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
culture and soil science through soil art.
Develop an electronic membership category for developing countries and at the branch level there
will be field trips, lectures, publications and activities to celebrate 2015 as the International Year
of Soils.

Soil - a non renewable resource
Soil Science Australia membership
- a renewable resource
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CONTACTS

Contacts
Federal Executive
President Richard Doyle CPSS-3
03 6225 2561
Richard.Doyle@utas.edu.au
Vice President Tim Overheu
08 9892 8533
Tim.Overheu@agric.wa.gov.au
Secretary Sarah Richards
03 6233 6659
secretary@soilscienceaustralia.org
Treasurer Cathy Botta CPSS-2
03 5762 7193
c.botta@bigpond.com
Exec.Officer Linda Bennison
03 5635 2370
office@soilscienceaustralia.org
CPSS Chair Steven Raine CPSS-3
07 4631 1691
steven.raine@usq.edu.au

New South Wales
President Jane Aiken CPSS-2
jane.aitken@lendlease.com
Vice President Peter Bacon
woodlots3@bigpond.com
Secretary Justine Cox
justine.cox@industry.nsw.gov.au
nsw@soilscienceaustralia.org
Treasurer Zoe Read CPSS (Student
Associate)
zoe.read@anu.edu.au

Secretary Phillip Eberbach
02 6933 2830
peberbach@csu.edu.au
Riverina@soilscienceaustralia.org
Treasurer Geoff Beecher
02 6951 2725
geoff.beecher@dpi.nsw.gov.au

South Australia
President Erica Donner
08 8302 3624
Erica.Donner@unisa.edu.au
Vice President Sean Mason
08 8313 8107
sean.mason@adelaide.edu.au
Secretary Casey Doolette
08 8313 6787
casey.doolette@adelaide.edu.au
sa@soilscienceaustralia.org
Acting Treasurer Ashlea Doolette
08 8313 8107
ashlea.doolette@adelaide.edu.au

Tasmania
President Marcus Hardie
Marcus.hardie@utas.edu.au
Vice President Steven Ives
03 9005 9046
sives@cpresearch.com.au
Secretary Sam Rees
03 6229 5996
Tasmania@soilscienceaustralia.org
Treasurer John Paul Cumming CPSS-2
03 6223 1839
jcumming@geosolutions.net.au

Victoria

Queensland
President Gillian Kopittke
0447733991
grk80@hotmail.com
Vice President Katharine Brown
07 3026 7538
Katharine.Brown@jacobs.com
Treasurer David Doolan CPSS-1
07 33163158
David.doolan@ghd.com

Riverina
President Sam North
03 5881 9999
samuel.north@dpi.nsw.gov.au
Vice President Mark Conyers
02 6938 1830
mark.conyers@industry.nsw.gov.au

President Helen Suter
03 8344 0179
helencs@unimelb.edu
Treasurer Clayton Butterly
03 9032 7418
C.Butterly@latrobe.edu.au
Secretary Vanessa Wong CPSS-2
03 9905 2930
vanessa.wong@monash.edu.au
victoria@soilscienceaustralia.com

Western Australia

President Timothy Overheu
tim.overheu@agric.wa.gov.au
Vice President Richard Bell CPSS-3
08 9360 2370
R.Bell@murdoch.edu.au
Secretary Wendy Vance
W.Vance@murdoch.edu.au
wa@soilscienceaustralia.org
Treasurer Daniel Carter

Email address for the federal office and the branches
Federal Office: office@soilscienceaustralia.org
Victorian Brach: victoria@soilscienceaustralia.org
New South Wales Branch nsw@soilscienceaustralia.org
Queensland Branch qld@soilscienceaustralia.org
Riverina Branch: riverina@soilscienceaustralia.org
South Australia Branch: sa@soilscienceaustralia.org
Tasmanian Branch: tasmania@soilscienceaustralia.org
Western Australia Branch wa@soilscienceaustralia.org
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SOIL RESEARCH

Soil Research
Volume 52 Number 5 2014
A combined equation to estimate the soil pore-water
electrical conductivity: calibration with the WET and
5TE sensors

Fernando Visconti , Delfina Martínez , María José Molina , Florencio Ingelmo
and José Miguel de Paz
pp. 419-430
Soil sensors of dielectric permittivity and electrical conductivity are needed
in salt-threatened areas to know when to irrigate, in order to avoid the
occurrence of both water and salinity stresses on plants. However, these
sensors must be reliably calibrated, and this can only be carried out using an appropriate equation,
and a reference method for soil salinity assessment at actual field water contents, such as those
used in this work. Irrigators and developers of soil salinity sensors will benefit from this work.

Uncertainty analysis for large-scale prediction of the van Genuchten
soil-water retention parameters with pedotransfer functions

K. Liao , S. Xu , J. Wu and Q. Zhu
pp. 431-442
Although pedotransfer functions have successfully been applied to predict soil water retention
parameters, the uncertainty associated with the predictions cannot be ignored. This study evaluates
the uncertainty in predicting water retention parameters at the large scale with pedotransfer
functions, showing that the uncertainty due to the spatial prediction of basic soil properties is
more important than the uncertainty due to the limited number of samples used for deriving
pedotransfer functions. Obtaining more accurate spatial distribution of basic soil properties is
critical in the accurate estimation of water retention parameters.

Using categorical soil structure information to improve soil water
retention estimates of tropical delta soils
Phuong Minh Nguyen , Khoa Van Le and Wim M. Cornelis
pp. 443-452
Accurate estimation of soil water retention characteristic is important for agricultural and
environmental assessments, especially in tropical regions where this soil information is usually
missing due to its costly and cumbersome direct measurement. The present study shows that using
descriptive soil structural information on top of the widely used predictors (e.g. bulk density, soil
texture and organic carbon content) could improve the predictability of SWRC-PTFs, which were
developed for tropical delta soils. The findings might contribute to the efforts to overcome the
dearth of hydraulic information in tropical regions, particularly tropical humid deltas.

Impacts of landform, land use and soil type on soil chemical properties
and enzymatic activities in a Loessial Gully watershed

Yajun Hao , Qingrui Chang , Linhai Li and Xiaorong Wei
pp. 453-462
The relationships among soil properties and, their relationships with landscapes are essential
for assessing soil quality and soil productivity. Here we demonstrated the roles of landform, land
use and soil type on the spatial patterns of soils chemical properties and enzymatic activities and
suggest that crops and orchards should be arranged on plateau land, and grasses and woodland on
terraced and sloping land, respectively, for better economic and ecological efficiency in gully region
of the Loess Plateau. This study will help managing the land in the similar regions worldwide.

Potential soil organic carbon stock and its uncertainty under various
cropping systems in Australian cropland

Zhongkui Luo , Enli Wang , Jeff Baldock and Hongtao Xing
pp. 463-475
Soil organic carbon stock can be significantly affected by the type of cropping systems and
management practices. A modelling approach was used to predict the potential for soil organic
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SOIL RESEARCH

carbon sequestration under representative cropping systems across the Australian grain-growing
regions, and it ranged from 28 to 64 t ha–1 with ~10% uncertainty caused by variation of cropping
systems. Overall, an increase in soil organic carbon stock was predicted to be achievable under
optimal nitrogen management together with stubble retention.

Stability and storage of soil organic carbon in a heavy-textured Karst
soil from south-eastern Australia

Eleanor Hobley , Garry R. Willgoose , Silvia Frisia and Geraldine Jacobsen
pp. 476-482
The depth distribution of soil organic carbon storage and stability was assessed using a combination
of particle-size fractionation, elemental analysis and radiocarbon dating in a Terra Rossa Karst soil
from South-eastern Australia. The radiocarbon age of subsoil organic carbon was centuries to
millennia older than that of the organic carbon in the topsoil, implying enhanced carbon stability
with increasing soil depth. At all depths, macroaggregate organic carbon was dated as the oldest,
but the highest organic carbon storage was found within the finest fraction, implying that C stability
may not necessarily be coupled with C storage in this soil.

Manganese oxidation and reduction in soils: effects of temperature,
water potential, pH and their interactions
L. A. Sparrow and N. C. Uren
pp. 483-494
An acidic soil was incubated, sometimes with a microbial inhibitor, to investigate the relative
magnitude of manganese oxidation compared to manganese reduction over a range of soil pH,
temperature and water potential. The incubations showed that relatively small changes in the
soil environment could change the balance between these redox reactions in favour of oxidation
(decreased manganese availability) or reduction (increased manganese availability). Steady-state
situations of zero net change were also observed.

Determination of carbonate-C in biochars

Tao Wang , Marta Camps-Arbestain , Mike Hedley , Bhupinder Pal Singh , Roberto Calvelo-Pereira
and Congying Wang
pp. 495-504
Biochar, a charcoal-like material produced from the waste biomass by thermal treatments under
no or low O2 conditions, has been promoted as a soil amendment to enhance carbon storage and
to improve soil functions. In this study methodologies were developed to quantify the carbonate-C
in biochars which is essential to understand both biochar liming properties and longevity in soils.
Our results will contribute to a better characterisation of biochars, as needed if biochar technology
is adopted as a climate change mitigation strategy.

Effect of biochar on soil respiration in the maize growing season after 5
years of consecutive application

Ning Lu , Xing-Ren Liu , Zhang-Liu Du , Yi-Ding Wang and Qing-Zhong Zhang
pp. 505-512
Compared to treatment without biochar and crop residue application, after 5-year consecutive
application biochar didn’t increase soil respiration, while significantly reduced soil respiration
compared with the crop residue application treatment. Above results indicate that applying
biochar into soil to be an effective measure in order to improve soil carbon sink without increasing
soil carbon emission in our case.

Nutrient and microbial loss in relation to timing of rainfall following
surface application of dairy farm manure slurries to pasture

S. Laurenson and D. J. Houlbrooke
pp. 513-520
Agricultural manure slurries pose a high risk to surface water quality, particularly in dairy-farming
systems with confinement of large animals. The risk of nutrient and faecal microbe loss following
manure application to soil was greatest when rainfall, of sufficient quantity to generate surface
runoff, was received within the first two days since application. Timing manure slurries to ensure
more than two days before rainfall events will limit nutrient and faecal microbe losses and help
protect water quality.
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Conference Program

This program is provisional and will be updated as planning proceeds, so please check the conference webpage regularly. Times
may change in the final program. All meetings/sessions are at the MCG unless otherwise indicated.
Sunday 23 November 2014
Soil Judging Competition (tbc)
1000-1300 Fundamental Exam
Yarra Park Room
1200-1700 Federal Council Meeting
Executive Suite
1330-1730 Early Career Soil Scientist Workshop
Jim Stynes Room
Exhibition Set-up
Registration
1800-2000 Welcome BBQ
Tower 6 Grill & Pizza Bar, MCG

Updates available from
www.soilscience2014.com/program.html

Monday 24 November 2014
0730
Registration Opens
0900-1015 Conference Welcome Dr Michael Crawford, Chair, Conference Organising Committee
Welcome to Country Aunty Carolyn Briggs, Boonwurrung Elder
0900-0915

Olympic Room

Official Opening
The Honourable Ms Penelope Wensley AC, Patron Soil Science Australia

0915-0935 Address
Major General Michael Jeffery, Prime Minister’s Advocate for Soil Health
0935-1015 Plenary Invited Speaker
Professor Alex McBratney, Winner IUSS Dokuchaev Award
1015-1100 Morning Tea & Exhibition
Betty Cuthbert Lounge
1100-1230 Soil Fertility & Soil Contaminants Soil & Land Degradation
Soil Biology - the Living Soil
CPSS Workshop
1230-1330 Lunch & Exhibition
Betty Cuthbert Lounge
Equity & Diversity Group Meeting
Jim Stynes Room B
Soil Biology - the Living Soil
1330-1505 Soil Fertility & Soil Contaminants Soil Processes & Ecosystem
Services
1501-1530 Afternoon Tea & Exhibition
Betty Cuthbert Lounge
Poster Viewing
Atrium
Soil Policy, Strategy & the Future of Soil
1530-1715 Soil Fertility & Soil Contaminants Soil Processes & Ecosystem
Services
1730-1900 Soil Science Australia AGM
Olympic Room
CPSS Board Meeting
1930
Executive Suite
Tuesday 25 November 2014
Offsite Field Trips

Wednesday 26 November 2014
0800
Registration
0845-1030 Plenary Session
Chair:
Olympic Room
0845-0930 Plenary Invited Speaker
Soil Organic N and its role for soil organic matter stability - what’s new? Analytical approaches, involved mechanisms and their ecological
relevance
Professor Heike Knicker
0930-1000 Keynote Invited Speaker
Professor Teodoro Miano
1000-1030 Keynote Invited Speaker
National Soil Carbon Program: Answers to questions about managing soil carbon for Australia
Dr Ram Dalal
1030-1100 Morning Tea & Exhibition
Betty Cuthbert Lounge
1100-1230 Soil Carbon & Organic Matter
Pedology & Geomorphology
Soil Education & Extension
(including humic substances)
1230-1330 Lunch & Exhibition
Betty Cuthbert Lounge
IUSS Soil Science Education and Public Awareness Meeting
Jim Stynes Room B
Management of Agricultural &
Soil Mapping, Monitoring &
Soil Classification
1330-1500 Soil Carbon & Organic Matter
(including humic substances)
Non-Agricultural Soils
Interpretation
Workshop
1502-1530 Afternoon Tea & Exhibition
Betty Cutherbert Lounge
Poster Viewing
Atrium
Soil Carbon & Organic Matter
Management of Agricultural &
Soil Mapping, Monitoring & Interpretation
(including humic substances)
Non-Agricultural Soils
1900-2400 Conference Dinner
Members Dining Room, MCG
Thursday 27 November 2014
0800
Registration
0900-1030 Plenary Session
Chair:
Olympic Room
0900-0930 Keynote Invited Speaker
Dr Jeff Baldock
0930-1000 Keynote Invited Speaker
Dr Tom Bruulsema
1000-1030 Keynote Invited Speaker
The National Agricultural Nitrous Oxide Program - reducing nitrogen based emissions from Australian soils
Professor Peter Grace
1030-1100 Morning Tea & Exhibition
Betty Cuthbert Lounge
Poster Viewing
Atrium
Management of Agricultural &
Soil Processes & Ecosystem Services
1100-1245 Soil Carbon & Organic Matter
(including humic substances)
Non-Agricultural Soils
1245-1330 Lunch & Exhibition
Betty Cuthbert Lounge
Soil Science Knowledge for Grain Growers Meeting
Jim Stynes Room B
1330-1515 National Soil RD&E Strategy Forum
Chair:
Olympic Room
1515-1530 Conference Close
Tim Overheu, President Elect of Soil Science Australia
1530
Afternoon Tea
Betty Cuthbert Lounge
1545-1700 MCG Tour & National Sports Museum

